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ABSTRACT

Stable Isotopes and the Ecology and Physiology of Reptiles
by
Andrew M. Durso, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2016

Major Professor: Dr. Susannah S. French
Department: Biology
Animals trade-off limited resources among competing demands. Trade-offs are difficult
to quantify because it is challenging to measure investment into disparate physiological systems
using a common scale. Additionally, biologists desire methods to more precisely measure energy
status in wild animals. I used stable isotopes to help solve both of these problems. I examined
natural spatial and temporal variation in stable isotope signatures of wild lizards and found
significant variation. In the lab, I was able to demonstrate the utility of nitrogen stable isotope
ratios of uric acid pellets for measuring nutritional stress. By tracing labeled amino acids through
the bodies of gravid female lizards, I demonstrated that vitellogenesis and wound healing
compete for amino acids and quantified the direction and magnitude of the trade-offs. I showed
that reproductive-immune trade-offs vary based on reproductive stage and energy availability,
have effects on metabolism and immune function, and are influenced by hormonal mechanisms.
My findings shed light on the interconnectedness of stable isotope endpoints and key
physiological systems in animals. I showed that isotopic signatures of physiological stress can be
reflected at a large scale in natural populations, and I made novel measurements of the size and
direction of trade-offs, which were formerly limited to physiological and performance outcomes.
(160 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Stable Isotopes and the Ecology and Physiology of Reptiles
Andrew M. Durso

When animals don’t have enough food, they have to “choose” between “spending” their
limited energy on themselves or on their offspring. Biologists think that reptiles can make this
choice quickly in response to different environments. But, it can be hard to study these choices
because it is hard to convert between, for example, the number of eggs laid and the speed of
healing a wound. By using stable isotope chemistry, we can collect more detailed and comparable
information about how lizards and other animals spend their limited resources than with any other
method. For example, lizards in the wild have similar stable isotope signatures to nearby plants
and insects, because their bodies are built out of these foods. In the lab, the stable isotope
signatures of lizard “pee” (uric acid) change in predictable ways when they are hungry. We could
essentially measure how hungry a wild lizard is by looking at the stable isotope signatures of its
uric acid. We can also use a stable isotope “spike” to track where resources go within a lizard’s
body. Because protein from food is used for both healing wounds and creating egg yolk, we can
measure which of these is a greater priority for lizards by examining the amount of our stable
isotope spike that ends up in both places. I found that lizards make different choices under
different circumstances; in particular, their stage of pregnancy had a strong effect on how much
protein they put into their eggs. This technique could be used on any animal, isn’t very expensive,
and could help us learn a lot more about exactly how our bodies, and those of other animals,
work.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A Stable Isotope Primer
Differences in the stable isotope ratios of organisms have become increasingly useful and
popular tools in ecology (Gannes et al. 1997, Gannes et al. 1998, Karasov and Martínez del Rio
2007). Most elements have at least two stable isotopes, which differ in the number of neutrons in
their nucleus, the mass of which is denoted by a superscript number to the upper left of the
elemental symbol (e.g., 14 N for the stable isotope of nitrogen containing 7 protons and 7
neutrons). Typically, one isotope is much more abundant than the other(s). For example, the
average relative abundances of 14 N and 15 N atoms in nature are 99.635% and 0.365%,
respectively. Unlike radioactive isotopes (e.g., 14 C), stable isotopes never decay into one another
(hence the name “stable”).
Almost all substances contain a mixture of stable isotopes of any given element. Stable
isotope analysis determines the ratio of two isotopes in a sample, which can be denoted as, for
example, 15 N:14 N. To transform these very small values into numbers that are easier to understand
and compare, ecologists use either delta notation (δ 15 N; units are parts per thousand [often written
as ‰ or spoken as “per mil”]) or atom percent enrichment (APE, the percentage above or below a
reference material), both of which are calculated using comparisons to consistent standard
reference materials. For nitrogen, the universal standard is atmospheric air, although the inorganic
salt ammonium sulfate [(NH₄)₂SO₄] is also used. Two commonly used terms in isotopic ecology
are “enriched” and “depleted”. A sample is “enriched” when its δ value or APE is more positive
than that of another sample; it is “depleted” when its δ value or APE is more negative instead. For
nitrogen, “enriched” means that the rarer, heavier 15 N isotope is relatively more abundant and
“depleted” means that the rarer, heavier isotope is relatively less abundant. Some confusion can
arise when comparing carbon isotope values, which are always negative. For more detail, see
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Ehleringer and Osmond (1989), Ehleringer and Rundel (1989), and Karasov and Martínez del Rio
(2007).
Because the structure of two stable isotopes of the same element differ only in their
number of neutrons, their relative abundance can be measured and used to inform our knowledge
of various ecological and physiological phenomena. In a broad sense, two different stable
isotopes of the same element behave in very similar ways: they have the same number of protons
and electrons, the same structure and electronegativity, can form the same chemical bonds, and
become parts of the same chemical molecules, from which they participate in the same chemical
reactions and physical transformations. However, tiny differences in the masses of two different
stable isotopes of the same element caused by the different number of neutrons can and do cause
slight changes in the reactivity of molecules into which they are incorporated (Steele and Daniel
1978). Differential reactivity of molecules containing heavier or lighter stable isotopes due to the
effect of their differences in mass is called fractionation. Molecules containing heavier stable
isotopes have higher mass, stronger bond strength, and different equilibrium constants than those
containing lighter stable isotopes (Peterson and Fry 1987, Schimel 1993). As a result, one can
think of heavy stable isotopes as tending to bio-accumulate in a manner similar to that of heavy
metals and other environmental contaminants; that is, once a molecule containing a heavy stable
isotope goes somewhere, it is more likely to stay there than the same molecule containing a light
stable isotope. For example, animal waste products (e.g., nitrogenous excretory products, respired
CO2 ) are typically more depleted than the tissues of the animals that excrete them (Olive et al.
2003).

Stable Isotopes and Animal Physiology
Stable isotopes have been used in studies of animal physiology in two fundamentally
different types of experiments. The first, natural abundance experiments, make use of the natural
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variation in stable isotope ratios to understand more about how energy and nutrients move
through the ecosystem and the bodies of animals. The most widely-used application of natural
abundance stable isotope analysis is to examine natural abundance variation in a consumer and
several of its potential sources of food to decide what mixture of these sources constitute its diet.
Predictable variation in isotope ratios of carbon and nitrogen exists in most food webs (Post
2002), because plants at the base of the food web create carbohydrates with different carbon
isotope ratios depending on whether they are made using C3 or C4 photosynthesis, and heavy
isotopes of nitrogen bio-accumulate up trophic levels. Because the isotopic composition of a
sample contains both source and process information, studies of animal diet assuming that the
former always dominates (asserted by Griffiths 1991) have been criticized as unrealistic in many
cases (Pilgrim 2005), but continue to be popular because of their relative ease. Spatial variation in
stable isotope signatures is also used to understand animal migration and other spatial patterns
(Rubenstein and Hobson 2004). Less common are natural abundance studies that focus on the
physiological processing of nutrients within the bodies of animals (Hatch 2012). Metabolic
pathways are subject to fractionation, which creates variation in the stable isotope ratios of
different animal tissues, and this variation can be measured to understand more about how
animals process nutrients, waste, and toxins (Karasov and Martínez del Rio 2007). A few studies
have combined insights from ecology and physiology by focusing on the stable isotope signatures
of essential dietary nutrients, which are less subject to fractionation within the animal’s body
(Iverson et al. 2004, Käkelä et al. 2007).
The second type of experiment uses artificially-produced molecules containing
unnaturally high proportions of rare stable isotopes (e.g., 99.9% 15 N). Because the natural
abundance of these rare isotopes is so low, a pulse of “labeled” nutrients or other molecules can
be used as a tracer (Schimel 1993, Stark 2000). The concept is similar to using a radioactive
tracer, but without the associated health and safety concerns. A wide variety of molecules are
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available for purchase and, although they are relatively expensive, a very small amount of
recovered label can be accurately measured because of the very high precision of isotope-ratio
mass spectrometry. Perhaps the most widely-known application of stable isotope tracer studies
are doubly-labeled water experiments for measuring metabolic rates of wild animals in the field
(Nagy 1989). Very few tracer experiments using carbon or nitrogen labels have been performed
on wild vertebrates (Gilbert et al. 2014, Scott et al. 2015). In the lab, methods for labeling and
tracing amino acids using stable isotopes are developing rapidly (McCue 2011), but to date most
applications have been limited to in vitro protein expression assays (e.g., Ong et al. 2002, Gruhler
et al. 2005). Some in vivo studies have examined the effects of starvation on metabolism (McCue
et al. 2013), but only a few have traced nutrients to different, competing ultimate fates within the
bodies of living organisms.

Trade-offs in Animal Physiology
For most organisms, the primary life history trade-off is that between reproduction and
self-maintenance (Stearns 1992). Investment into reproduction generally takes the form of more
or larger offspring. Investment into self-maintenance is more variable, because it depends on the
circumstances of each individual. Individuals that have been unlucky enough to become sick or
wounded have to pay larger self-maintenance costs than those that have been able to maintain
good health throughout their lives. Furthermore, individuals may trade-off between investment
into somatic growth and that into other forms of self-maintenance, such as immunocompetence or
fat storage.
Most studies of life history trade-offs are hindered because of the complexity of the
physiological systems involved and the difficulty of interpreting measurements that lack a
common unit. To date, all such studies have compared measurements of indirect outcomes of
resource competition (e.g., hormone levels, immune function, oxidative stress, body mass or
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condition change; Dickens and Romero 2013, Husak et al. 2016). Because the endpoints are so
varied, no study has made direct measurements of resource competition within the bodies of
living animals (Zera and Harshman 2001).
In heterotrophs, reproduction and self-maintenance compete for the same limited
resources: dietary macromolecules (proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates), as well as certain
vitamins and minerals. Unlike carbohydrates and most lipids, many animals must obtain certain
amino acids for building proteins from their diets, as they cannot be synthesized de novo by most
species. As such, essential amino acids represent a limiting resource for most animals, including
vertebrates. Amino acids contain hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen (and some also contain
other elements). Of these elements, nitrogen is present in the lowest abundance and has the fewest
possible fates within the bodies of heterotrophic animals (i.e., it is not breathed out or lost through
evaporation). As a result, both natural abundance stable isotope ratios and labeled tracer
experiments focusing on nitrogen in essential amino acids have promise as techniques to directly
measure allocation of resources to both reproduction and self-maintenance using a common
currency.

Natural Abundance Variation in Stable Isotope Ratios
The δ15 N values of an animal’s body tissues are influenced by their diet. However, more
minor variation in isotope ratios is caused by a variety of physiological processes (Vanderklift
and Ponsard 2003), including pregnancy (Fuller et al. 2004) and resource limitation (Fuller et al.
2005, Mekota et al. 2006). Our understanding of the relationship between these processes and
isotope ratios is rapidly evolving and has been the subject of a recent review (Hatch 2012) and
meta-analysis (Hertz et al. 2015).
Although results vary among systems and studies, one of the most consistent factors
influencing δ15 N is the nutritional state of an animal. Differences in nitrogen balance appear to
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cause δ15 N to decrease during anabolism and increase with catabolism (Gaebler et al. 1966, Hare
et al. 1991, Gaye-Siessegger et al. 2004, Gaye-Siessegger et al. 2007), because of the principle
reviewed above that proteins or other molecules containing slightly heavier 15 N atoms are slightly
less chemically reactive (Steele and Daniel 1978). The effect of fasting on δ15 N has been
measured in a variety of systems and has been found to increase with the length of the fast (e.g.,
Martinez del Rio and Wolf 2005, Hatch 2012). A recent meta-analysis (Hertz et al. 2015)
determined that the average magnitude of the increase in δ15 N is 0.5‰ and that the most
significant moderator of this effect was the type of tissue examined. Specifically, nitrogenous
waste is more sensitive to isotopic changes than other bodily tissues (Barboza and Parker 2006,
Gustine et al. 2011), making it a good candidate for a sensitive biomarker of nutritional stress in
captive and wild animals.
Although the late stages of fasting and starvation are obvious, early detection of
nutritional stress can be difficult, especially in wild animals, many of which can only be captured
once. The most reliable method, direct measurement of body composition, is too destructive for
most purposes (Speakman 2008). Nitrogen isotope ratios are promising because they appear to be
sensitive to nutritional stress, collecting them is non-lethal and minimally invasive, serial
measurements on a fine temporal scale are possible even from small animals, and they are
relatively inexpensive (~$8/sample) to process (Hatch 2012). The technique integrates
information over the preceding several weeks of the animal’s lifetime and can be used in both the
lab and the field. This technique has special utility for reptiles, which are often very secretive in
the wild and can be very difficult to monitor because of low and variable detection probability
(Durso and Seigel 2015, Lardner et al. 2015, Rodda et al. 2015).
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Stable Isotope Tracer Experiments
Nutrients are allocated among organs and tissues within an animal’s body according to
physiological mechanisms determined by environmental conditions and physiological status
(McCue 2011). Stable isotope tracers are emerging as powerful tools to address questions about
the nutritional status and nutrient allocation of animals. The primary strength of tracing essential
amino acids through the bodies of organisms is that they can be used to directly measure
allocation of resources to fundamentally different processes (e.g., reproduction and selfmaintenance) using a common currency.
Several authors have examined the effects of stress on carbon and nitrogen allocation to
reproduction in insects (Hood‐Nowotny and Knols 2007, Boggs and Niitepõld 2014, McCue et al.
2015a). Very few such studies have examined vertebrate physiology, and almost none have done
so in the context of life-history trade-offs. Winne (2008) used a 15 N label to examine income
breeding in Black Swampsnakes (Seminatrix pygaea), and Van Dyke and Beaupre (2012)
provided evidence for placentation in viviparous snakes using the a similar technique. Another
research group used 3 H labels to examine placental protein (Itonaga et al. 2012) and hormone
(Itonaga et al. 2011) transfer in a viviparous lizard. McCue et al. (2013) measured a 13 C label in
breath CO2 to show that quail spared protein from oxidation during the day but not at night,
McCue and Pollock (2013) conducted a similar study in mice, and McCue et al. (2015b) used the
same technique to describe how and when pythons use the proteins in their meals. Recently,
Brace et al. (2015) used a 13 C label to trace the competing fates of fatty acids in Brown Anoles
(Anolis sagrei).

Reptiles
Reptiles are important components of biodiversity that are often overlooked. They can
reach high densities (Rodda et al. 2001) and may represent large standing stocks of nitrogen and
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other limiting nutrients in many ecosystems (Milanovich et al. 2015). Studies of their
stoichiometry are in their infancy (Sterrett et al. 2015), and stable isotope studies on the ecology
and physiology of reptiles have proliferated over only the past decade (Pilgrim 2007, Willson et
al. 2010, Durso and Mullin 2016). Recent work has suggested that that stable isotope levels of
ectotherms may be less sensitive to short and moderate periods of fasting than is expected of
other taxa because of their metabolic efficiency (McCue 2007, Milanovich and Maerz 2013).
Reptiles likely play important roles in many ecosystems, but their ecology is harder to study than
those of other vertebrates, because 1) many species are cryptic, 2) most individuals are only
caught once, and 3) they feed relatively infrequently. Collecting ecological data from indirect
sources such as stable isotopes has great potential to improve our knowledge of reptile ecology
and physiology.
In this dissertation, I focus on Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana), a widespread
and common species of sceloporine lizard that is found throughout southwestern North America
(Jones and Lovich 2009). For a reptile, much is known about the ecology of U. stansburiana
(Tinkle 1967, Zani 2005), and they are emerging as potential model organisms in the fledgling
field of reptile eco-physiology. Reptiles are particularly good choices as model organisms in
studies of physiological trade-offs, because their low energetic demands and metabolic flexibility
(Pough 1980, Pough 1983) allow them to modify their life history quickly and precisely to match
their environment. Uta stansburiana is a good choice because they are abundant, not of
conservation concern, relatively easy to detect, hold stable territories that permit repeated
sampling (Scoular et al. 2011), and can be kept in the lab. In addition, several easily-sampled
parts of their anatomy (e.g., their toes) are an ideal size for stable isotope analysis. Although
isotopic variation among color morphs has been documented in male Urosaurus ornatus
(Lattanzio and Miles 2016), populations of U. stansburiana in southern Utah do not exhibit stable
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color morphs as they do in other parts of their range (Sinervo and Lively 1996), so we did not
focus on this widely-known aspect of their ecology.

Dissertation Overview
In chapter 1, I explore relationships among stoichiometric and isotopic ratios and
physiological and morphological parameters of wild U. stansburiana living across an urban
landscape. I examined a large data set on the stoichiometric (C:N) and stable isotope (δ 13 C and
δ15 N) ratios of the toes of wild U. stansburiana from populations that vary in their exposure to
urbanization and anthropogenic stressors. We compare these biochemical markers to other
physiological measurements of stress (immunity, clutch size, corticosterone, oxidative stress)
within each population, as well as to inter-annual survival, and assess the generality of these
relationships. We found support for relationships predicted by theory, such as that between C:N
and body condition, but these relationships varied with context. We suggest that co-variation
between biochemical ratios and hematological measurements is likely underlain by variation in
nutritional stress, but emphasize that “rules” about the meaning of isotopic and stoichiometric
ratios do not apply in all situations.
Because the mechanisms underlying the variation examined in chapter 1 are difficult to
assess in the wild, I focus on elucidating some of these mechanisms throughout the rest of the
dissertation. In chapter 2, I manipulated food availability in the lab and measured the isotopic and
physiological consequences for male U. stansburiana. I examined serial variation in nitrogen
isotope ratios in several tissue types, including toes, tail tips, feces, and uric acid. Three studies
have reported an increase in the enrichment of the nitrogenous waste of reptiles with starvation
(Castillo and Hatch 2007, McCue 2007, McCue and Pollock 2008), but these studies are limited
in their ability to make comparisons to other physiological endpoints of nutritional stress, which
we simultaneously measured. I demonstrated that δ 15 N of lizard uric acid is a sensitive biomarker
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of nutritional stress, although it is not related to other measures of nutritional stress. We found
that a single pellet of uric acid served as a metric for the nutritional state of lizards that had been
food restricted, but that taking the average value of several pellets over time can describe even
more subtle differences in past nutritional history.
In chapter 3, I used 15 N labeled amino acids to directly compare the protein allocation of
female U. stansburiana that varied in resource availability and reproductive stage with indirect
physiological outcomes. We measured the amount of 15 N deposited into eggs and compared it
with that allocated to the scab that formed over a healing wound. We found that resource
limitation and reproductive stage had important effects on the absolute and relative allocation of
protein to self-maintenance, providing evidence for a trade-off between the reproductive and
immune systems. Female lizards later in pregnancy allocated more protein to healing their
wounds, whereas female lizards earlier in pregnancy had a higher egg:scab 15 N ratio (i.e., they
allocated more protein to growing their eggs relative to healing their wound). The effect of
reproductive stage outweighed the effect of resource limitation in our study, but both were
important, emphasizing the necessity of understanding individual variation in physiology when
attempting to study life history trade-offs (Winne 2008).
Finally, in chapter 4 I manipulated an endocrine mechanism controlling allocation of
resources to reproduction: follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH). Again, I used a stable isotope
label to trace amino acids through the bodies of female U. stansburiana that were undergoing
both reproductive and immune costs, and measured both the direct allocation of protein to tissues
involved in these activities as well as the combined oxygen consumption costs of these demands.
I found that there was a significant increase in the 15 N content of eggs when FSH was applied,
and that the application of FSH reversed the direction of the relationship between egg and scab
15

N content. I also found a significant interaction between the effect of FSH treatment and isotope
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ratio on the metabolic rate of lizards, bolstering evidence for the role of FSH in mediating the
costs and benefits of a trade-off between wound healing and vitellogenesis.
In conclusion, my findings shed light on the interconnectedness of stable isotope
endpoints and key physiological systems. This basic research can lead to advances in physiology,
ecology, conservation, and animal husbandry, and highlights the metabolic flexibility of reptiles
and how much we have left to learn about their ecology and physiology.
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CHAPTER 2
STOICHIOMETRIC AND STABLE ISOTOPE RATIOS SUPPORT STRESS PHYSIOLOGY
OF WILD LIZARDS IN AN URBAN LANDSCAPE

Urbanization modifies wildlife habitat and often has major impacts on animal ecology
and physiology. Changes to feeding ecology and nutritional status resulting from urbanization
have been documented, but studying the diet and nutrition of wild reptiles is challenging. Stable
isotopes integrate dietary information over long periods of time and have the potential to provide
ecologists with information about wildlife health and nutrition as well. We measured the stable
isotope ratios of toe clips from 426 wild Uta stansburiana at three urban and three rural sites and
compared them with stable isotope ratios of plants and ants from those same sites, as well as with
data on other physiological indicators of nutritional status on a within-site basis. We found that,
although substantial spatial variation in plant, ant, and lizard stable isotope signatures was
present, the relative values of stable isotope ratios were more similar among rural sites than
among urban sites. We also found support for relationships between δ 13 C and clutch size in urban
areas, and between C:N and body condition, corticosterone reactivity, and immune function at
some sites. We suggest that stoichiometric and isotopic ratios can provide important ecological
information about the diet and nutritional status of wild reptiles.

Introduction
Nutritional stress is a common challenge faced by wild animals. In some wildlife
populations, nutritional stress can compromise individual health and thereby decrease
survivorship, with potential conservation implications (McNamara and Houston 1990, Wikelski
and Romero 2003, Romero and Wikelski 2010). Starvation is a major source of mortality for
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some wildlife (Stout and Cornwell 1976, Young 1994, Krebs et al. 2004), particularly when
populations are subject to unpredictable temporal variation in resource availability (Romero and
Wikelski 2001, Monteith et al. 2014) or only have access to resources of poor quality (Knapp et
al. 2013, Murray et al. 2015).
Landscape change through urbanization is a major factor influencing the distribution,
conservation status, foraging behavior, and nutritional status of wildlife (Ditchkoff et al. 2006).
Our understanding of some of the mechanisms driving the negative effects of urbanization on
wildlife is becoming more complete (e.g., Bradley and Altizer 2007, McKinney 2008, Hutton and
McGraw 2016). Nutritional stress due to habitat loss or alteration can contribute to wildlife
declines (Naug 2009, Vangestel et al. 2010). However, most studies of how nutrition affects
survival take place away from urban centers, and few studies of urban wildlife address nutrition.
Measuring nutritional stress in wild animals can be challenging. Biologists desire rapid,
non-invasive measurement techniques for assessing nutritional stress in wild animals (Romero
and Reed 2005, 2008, Speakman 2008). Although several such techniques are available
(reviewed in McCue 2010), including measuring stable isotope and stoichiometric composition,
lipid profiles, hormones, and circulating metabolites, consensus about their meaning has not been
reached (Sarre et al. 1994, Dickens and Romero 2013). Few studies have measured more than one
of these endpoints simultaneously, although proximate hematological measurements underlying
energy allocation among physiological demands might be expected to co-vary with isotope and
stoichiometric ratios, both of which are ultimately underpinned by variation in nutritional stress.
Recently, studies of amphibians and reptiles in urban areas have proliferated (Mitchell et
al. 2008). These ectothermic vertebrates have relatively limited capacity for dispersal but often
persist in urban areas due to their remarkable plasticity in response to environmental change (e.g.,
Glanville and Seebacher 2006, Refsnider and Janzen 2012, Ackley et al. 2015). Although the role
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of amphibians as sentinels in environmental change is becoming more widely recognized
(Hopkins 2007), studies of the urban ecology of reptiles still lag behind those of other vertebrates
(French et al. 2008, Lucas and French 2012). Variable resource availability can have major
effects on reptile populations (Romero and Wikelski 2001), although their poikilothermic
metabolism can allow individuals to persist through relatively long periods of resource scarcity
(Willson et al. 2006).
Because stable isotopes integrate ecological information over relatively long periods of
time compared with other metrics, they can offer unique insights into the ecology of amphibians
and reptiles (Willson et al. 2010), which can be very cryptic, often have low detection
probabilities (Durso and Seigel 2015), and whose metabolic flexibility may limit the utility of
plasma metabolites for predicting recent feeding history (Price 2016). Changes to elemental and
isotopic ratios appear to result from mobilization, reorganization, and catabolism of stored lipid
and protein reserves during fasting. In other taxa, empirical data support relationships between
carbon-to-nitrogen ratio (C:N) and body condition (Graves et al. 2012), and between stable
carbon (13 C:12 C or δ13 C) and nitrogen (15 N:14 N or δ15 N) isotope ratios and body condition or
nutritional stress (Mekota et al. 2006, Hatch 2012). Controlled laboratory studies of reptiles report
that nutritional stress causes isotopic enrichment (McCue and Pollock 2008, Martinez del Rio et
al. 2009), but the utility of C:N and stable isotope ratios for monitoring the nutritional status of
wild reptiles is still largely untested, and the relationships between these metrics and other
physiological endpoints are unknown.
Here, we tested for relationships among stoichiometric and isotopic ratios and
physiological and morphological parameters of wild lizards living across an urban landscape.
Although several studies have found relationships between stable isotope ratios of reptiles and
aspects of their ecology (Barrett et al. 2005, Reddin et al. 2016), none have yet to focus on
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changing landscape parameters or physiology of free-living vertebrates. We examined a large
data set on the stoichiometric (C:N) and stable isotope (δ 13 C and δ15 N) ratios of wild Sideblotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) from populations that vary in their exposure to urbanization
and anthropogenic stressors. We compared these biochemical markers to other commonly used
measures of physiological stress (immunocompetence, clutch size, glucocorticoid concentrations,
oxidative stress) within each population, and assessed the generality of these relationships. We
predicted that higher C:N, δ13 C, and δ15 N ratios would be found in lizards with better body
condition and immune function, and with lower corticosterone and oxidative stress.

Methods
We collected wild Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) from six locations in and
around St. George, Utah, USA, every May for four years (N = 426; see Table 2-1 for more
details). We collected one to four toes from each lizard, dried them to a constant mass (0.5-2.0
mg) using a drying oven set to 60°C, and wrapped them in tin capsules (5x9mm; Costech
Analytical). The samples were analyzed using continuous-flow direct-combustion mass
spectrometry on an isotope-ratio mass spectrometer (Europa Scientific ANCA-2020; PDZ,
Crewe, England) at the Utah State University Stable Isotope Lab. We measured δ 13 C and δ15 N as
well as the total mass of C and N, from which we calculated the C:N ratio. Standard reference
materials were used for calibration. Standard deviations of replicate standards did not exceed 0.1
per mil. We removed seven outlying data points that might have been influenced by measurement
error (δ15 N > 20‰).
In addition to recording the sex and color morph of each lizard, we also measured their
mass, snout-vent length, and the clutch size of the females using ultrasound. Upon capture, we
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collected blood samples from the retro-orbital sinus within three minutes, from which we
measured bacterial killing ability (BKA; French and Neuman-Lee 2012), corticosterone (CORT;
Neuman-Lee et al. 2015), and two components of oxidative stress: reactive oxygen metabolites
(dROM) and plasma oxidative barrier (OXY; Diacron International, Grosseto, Italy). In 2013, we
collected a second blood sample 10 minutes after the first to measure the difference between
baseline and post-stress corticosterone (CORT reactivity; Moore et al. 1991, French et al. 2008,
Lucas and French 2012). We individually marked and released lizards, and recorded recaptures.
We calculated a body condition index using the residuals of a regression of snout-vent length and
mass.
Our choice of toes was motivated by the fact that we were already clipping them off for
capture-mark-recapture. Additionally, toe-clipping is non-lethal and minimally-invasive (Perry et
al. 2011), toes have been used in other stable isotope studies of small lizards (Lattanzio and Miles
2016a, Lattanzio and Miles 2016b), and the toes of U. stansburiana and other small (3-6 g total
body mass) lizards weigh approximately 0.75 mg, a convenient size for measuring stable isotope
ratios. However, the tissues that make up the bulk of a lizard toe (bone, scale and claw keratin)
are relatively inert, so their stoichiometric and isotopic ratios may not reflect small variations in
lipid or nitrogen loss over short time scales. Other tissues, such as splanchnic organs or excreta,
may be better choices for detecting chemical signals of nutritional stress (Karasov and Pinshow
1998, Doucett et al. 1999, Martinez del Rio et al. 2009). Evidence in favor of using δ 15 N of uric
acid of reptiles for this purpose is mounting (Castillo and Hatch 2007, McCue and Pollock 2008,
Hatch 2012, Durso et al. In review). Collecting uric acid pellets from wild animals is only
marginally more work than collecting toes and is less invasive, although it would likely require
holding individual animals in separate containers for several hours, which has other costs.
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Because geographic variation in the isotopic signatures of soils, plants, and invertebrates
propagates to higher trophic levels (Pilgrim 2005), we did not make comparisons of absolute
values among sites, but rather analyzed within-site variation in isotopic signature as it related to
other physiological endpoints of condition and stress. No site was larger than 1.8 ha in size, and
we assumed that spatial variation in isotopic signature within a site was negligible. Sites were
separated by at least 4.0 km (average distance among urban sites=5.4 km, average distance
among rural sites=12.3 km, average distance among all sites=20.7 km). To test whether spatial
variation in source was important among sites, we collected isotopic data on plants (N=41) and
ants (N=9) collected at each site. We attempted to collect the same species of plants and insects
across sites, but because the plant and insect communities varied so much from site to site, we
were forced to use ecological equivalents in some cases. At each site we attempted to collect
representatives of the dominant plant species present. We chose to collect harvester ants (genus
Pogonomyrmex) because they forage widely, thus accumulating their own food from many
species of plants, and because they make up a large proportion of the diet of U. stansburiana at
other sites (Tinkle 1967, Best and Gennaro 1984).
We modeled three response variables (C:N, δ13 C, δ15 N) individually against 10
continuous explanatory variables (SVL, mass, body condition, reproductive investment [females
only], BKA, CORT, dROM, OXY, and the two other isotopic/stoichiometric ratios), with fixed
block effects for sex (except in the reproductive investment model), year and site. We also tested
whether the same three response variables differed among color morphs or between lizards that
were later recaptured (known survivors) and those that were not using the ‘Anova’ function in the
‘car’ package (Fox and Weisberg 2011). We used the package ‘nlme’ in R (R Core Team 2015,
version 3.2.2, Pinheiro et al. 2016) for modeling and the package ‘ggplot2’ to make figures
(Wickham 2009).
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Results
We found that lizards from different sites differed from one another in both δ 13 C and
δ15 N, but not C:N (Table 2-2; Fig. 2-1A,B). The variation in δ13 C was much higher at urban sites
than at rural sites (Fig. 2-1A,B). Annual variation was present but lesser in magnitude than spatial
variation (Fig. 2-2). Male lizards in better body condition had higher C:N ratios at four of six sites
(Fig. 2-3). Female lizards in better body condition had higher C:N ratios at two of six sites, and
lower C:N ratios at three of six sites (Fig. 2-3). There was no relationship between δ15 N and body
condition (Fig. 2-4). We found a significant three-way interaction among site, sex, and body
condition on the C:N ratio (F5,269 = 5.59, p < 0.0001; Table 2-3).
At two urban sites, C:N ratio was related to bacterial killing ability (interaction F5,214 =
3.20, p = 0.008; Fig. 2-5). At urban sites, δ13 C was related to the total clutch mass of females
(interaction F5,141 = 2.74, p = 0.02; Fig. 2-6). In 2013, C:N ratio was positively related to
corticosterone reactivity of female lizards, but not males, at both urban and rural sites (F 1,16 =
12.51, p = 0.002; Fig. 2-7). We did not find significant relationships between isotopic or
stoichiometric ratios and other physiological parameters, or significant differences between
lizards that were later recaptured and those that were not. Although isotopic variation among
color morphs has been documented in male Urosaurus ornatus (Lattanzio and Miles 2016b), we
did not find evidence for such differences in our populations of U. stansburiana, which do not
exhibit stable color morphs in southern Utah as they do in other parts of their range (Sinervo and
Lively 1996).
Stable isotope signatures of plants and ants were closely and consistently paired with
those of lizard toes at all three rural sites (Fig. 2-1B). Differences between plants and lizard toes
were greater at rural sites (δ13 C = 4.82-5.54; δ15 N = 3.88-6.76) than at urban sites (δ13 C = 2.933.51; δ15 N = 1.68-3.58). Stable isotope signatures of ants at rural sites were intermediate between
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those of plants and lizard toes (difference between ant and lizard toe δ 13 C = 2.60-3.30; δ15 N =
0.24-1.06). In contrast, at urban sites, ants were more enriched than lizard tows in both elements
(difference between ant and lizard toe δ13 C = -4.90-0.11; δ15 N = -4.08 to -1.20).

Tables and Figures
Table 2-1. Number of lizards captured at all sites in all years. All sites are rocky areas ≤1.8 ha in
size near or along riparian corridors. No site is within 4 km of any other.
Urban Sites

Rural Sites

Bluff

Dinosaur

Manowar

Big
Hollow

Browse

Leeds

2013

20

30

8

18

20

19

115

2014

21

19

16

19

18

29

122

2015

12

15

19

13

22

13

94

2016

13

-

29

20

11

22

95

Total

66

64

72

70

71

83

426

Year

Total

Table 2-2. Type III Anova Table showing variation in δ13 C, δ15 N, and C:N of lizard toes among sites, years, and sexes.
δ13 C

δ15 N

C:N

Factor

Fdf

P

Factor

Fdf

p

Factor

Fdf

p

Site

18.35,257

1.5e-15

Site

9.725,257

1.6e-8

Site

0.805,257

0.55

Year

0.072,257

0.94

Year

0.272,257

0.76

Year

0.932,257

0.40

Sex

0.011,257

0.93

Sex

2.721,257

0.10

Sex

0.081,257

0.77

Site*Year

1.4410,257

0.16

Site*Year

0.7710,257 0.66

Site*Year

1.0910,257 0.37

Site*Sex

0.675,257

0.64

Site*Sex

0.905,257

0.48

Site*Sex

0.515,257

0.77

Year*Sex

0.012,257

0.99

Year*Sex

0.592,257

0.55

Year*Sex

0.292,257

0.75

0.94

Site*Year*Sex 0.4410,257 0.93

Site*Year*Sex 0.4210,257

Site*Year*Sex 1.1510,257 0.32
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Table 2-3. Type III Anova Table showing three-way interaction among site, sex, and body condition on the C:N ratio of lizard toes.
Factor

Fdf

p

Site

2.265,267

0.048

Body condition

0.011,267

0.914

Sex

0.691,267

0.406

Year

8.232,267

0.0003

Site*Body condition

5.845,267

3.86e-5

Site*Sex

3.695,267

0.003

Body condition*Sex

0.331,267

0.565

Site*Sex*Body condition

3.935,267

0.002
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Figure 2-1. A) Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios of toes of Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) at three urban and
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three rural sites in southwestern Utah. Years and sites are pooled.

Figure 2-1. B) Stable carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios of toes of Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana), ants, and plants at
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three urban and three rural sites in southwestern Utah. Years are pooled.

Figure 2-2. Annual variation in stable carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios of toes of Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) at
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three urban and three rural sites in southwestern Utah over four years.

Figure 2-3. Co-variation of toe C:N ratio and body condition of male and female Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) at
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three urban and three rural sites in southwestern Utah over four years.

Figure 2-4. Co-variation of toe δ15 N and body condition of male and female Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) at
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three urban and three rural sites in southwestern Utah over four years.

Figure 2-5. Co-variation of toe C:N ratio and bacterial killing ability of plasma of male and female Side-blotched Lizards
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(Uta stansburiana) at three urban and three rural sites in southwestern Utah over three years.

Figure 2-6. Co-variation of toe δ13 C ratio and clutch size of female Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) at three urban and
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three rural sites in southwestern Utah over three years.

Figure 2-7. Higher increase in plasma corticosterone after handling in female Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) with
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higher toe C:N ratio in 2013.
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Discussion
Across sites, we documented substantial variation in plant, ant, and lizard stable isotope
signatures. However, the relative values of stable isotope ratios were more similar among rural
sites than among urban sites. By examining lizard toe stable isotope ratios within sites, we found
support for relationships predicted by theory, such as that between C:N and body condition, but
these relationships varied greatly with context. Specifically, we found support for relationships
among C:N ratio, body condition, CORT reactivity, and bacterial killing ability, but these
relationships varied temporally and across sites. We also found that δ 13 C was related to clutch
size in urban animals.
We present the first evidence that proximate physiological mechanisms underlying
energy allocation (CORT) and non-reproductive physiological demands (immunity) sometimes
also co-vary with stoichiometric ratios, possibly as a result of variation in nutritional stress. In
cases of resource limitation, trade-offs among competing demands often emerge. We found that
higher CORT reactivity and higher immune function were associated with higher C:N ratios in
some cases, suggesting that animals in superior body condition that likely had access to ample
lipid reserves may also be more capable of mobilizing stored energy and have more energy to
allocate to immunity (French et al. 2007, Price 2016). This co-variation is likely underlain by
variation in nutritional stress, and in animals whose nutritional status is above a certain threshold
one might expect to see a predictable positive relationship between C:N ratio and immune
function.
Sites differed from one another in both δ13 C and δ15 N (Fig. 2-1B); however, it is difficult
to ascribe mechanisms to the variation in isotopic signatures across sites. The isotopic structure of
food webs is highly variable in space and time (Gannes et al. 1997, Gannes et al. 1998, Pilgrim
2005), and the absolute differences we observed among lizards at different sites are likely driven
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largely by geographic variation in climate, soil, plants, or invertebrates (Smiley et al. 2016; Fig.
2-1B). However, some authors have made the suggestion that inter-individual isotopic variation
increases as preferred resources become scarce (Reddin et al. 2016). We found that variation in
δ13 C at urban sites exceeded that at rural sites, which is consistent with the idea that resources at
disturbed urban sites may be less optimal than those in relatively undisturbed rural areas. In
contrast, other studies have suggested that there may be costs to specialization on high-quality
forage (Darimont et al. 2007), such that individuals occupying more peripheral niches have
higher fitness.
Lattanzio and Miles (2016a) estimated isotopic discrimination of Urosaurus ornatus claw
tissue in the laboratory as δ13 C = 1.2 ± 0.1 ‰ and δ15 N = 0.7 ± 0.1 ‰. Differences in our wild
populations were larger for δ13 C but similar for δ15 N at rural sites. Assuming that these
discrimination values are approximately correct, our data suggest that ants make up a large
proportion of the diet of our wild Uta in rural areas, which is consistent with results from more
directed studies of diet (Tinkle 1967, Best and Gennaro 1984). The diet of Uta in urban areas has
not been studied, but our data suggest that it may vary substantially from that in rural areas. In
particular, we suggest that urban Uta diet is more varied, because the stable isotopes signatures of
Uta exhibited high inter-individual variation. Because ants at urban sites did not have stable
isotope signatures that were depleted relative to Uta toes, we suggest that urban Uta are feeding
on other invertebrates at these sites.
Surprisingly, even though the desert plant communities at our rural sites were dominated
by C4 species, Uta at urban sites had carbon signatures that were more similar to those of C4
rather than C3 plants. Although our urban sites included a mixture of C3 and C4 plants, three
elements associated with urbanization may lead to C4 food web dominance in urban areas: 1)
cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) or other grass invasion (Hooker et al. 2008, Bradford et al. 2010,
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Schaeffer et al. 2012), 2) agriculture of C4 plants such as corn (Finucane et al. 2006), and 3)
human detritus such as food (Schoeller et al. 1986, Jahren et al. 2014). These same three factors
could also be contributors to the overall higher δ15 N values seen in urban lizards. We suspect that
the first and third mechanisms are more likely at our sites, considering that all of them are
relatively distant from agriculture (and, the most commonly grown crop in Washington County is
alfalfa, a C3 legume).
If lizards varied in the degree of nutritional stress across sites, this could explain why
relationships between toe C:N and body condition were observed at some locations but not
others. Animals with insufficient dietary energetic resources first metabolize lipids and only as a
last resort catabolize protein for energy (McCue et al. 2013, McCue et al. 2015a, McCue et al.
2015b). Lipid catabolism without replenishment of lipid stores may cause changes in the δ13 C and
C:N ratio of animal tissues, whereas protein catabolism may cause changes in the δ 15 N signature
of animal tissues. Lab studies suggest that these two phases of nutritional stress rarely overlap;
that is, starving animals spare protein until lipid reserves are exhausted (McCue 2010). We
suggest that individuals with poor body condition at different sites were in different stages of
nutritional stress, such that thresholds beyond which C:N begins to change were reached at some
sites but not others, and or thresholds beyond which δ 15 N begins to change were sufficiently close
to death that we did not capture many lizards in this stage of starvation. In contrast, we find that
female lizards with larger clutches at urban sites increased in δ13 C as a result of the larger
nutritional (lipid) cost of vitellogenesis (Fuller et al. 2004, Hatch 2012). We observed this
relationship only at urban sites, which could be a result of differences in lipid storage capacity of
female U. stansburiana in urbanized habitats, potentially resulting from suboptimal diet. Because
overwinter mortality is significant in this species (Tinkle 1967, Zani 2005), there could be strong
fitness effects resulting from allocation of lipids to vitellogenesis (Price 2016).
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The life history of U. stansburiana (Lucas and French 2012, Smith et al. 2013) and the
occupancy (Smart et al. 2005, Ackley et al. 2015) and physiology (French et al. 2008, French et
al. 2010, Knapp et al. 2013) of other lizards differs between urbanized and rural areas across the
globe, a conservation concern that may be partly underpinned by both direct and indirect bottomup effects of changes to resource quality and availability (Suarez and Case 2002, Barrett et al.
2005, Knapp et al. 2013, DeVore and Maerz 2014). The use of stable isotope and stoichiometric
ratios to assess animal health is a technique that is becoming more widespread (Hatch 2012). It is
a rapid, non-invasive measurement that integrates information over a relatively long time, and the
cost is decreasing. However, our test of the generality of relationships between isotopic and
stoichiometric ratios and other measures of nutrition and health in a wild reptile revealed that
“rules” about the meaning of isotopic and stoichiometric ratios do not apply in all situations
(Pilgrim 2005), and caution should be used when interpreting these data.
Amphibians and reptiles can reach high densities (Rodda et al. 2001) and may represent
large standing stocks of nitrogen and other limiting nutrients in many ecosystems (Milanovich et
al. 2015). Studies of their stoichiometry are in their infancy (Sterrett et al. 2015). In particular, the
excreta of many tetrapods represent a contribution of organic forms of nitrogen (urea or uric acid)
rather than inorganic ammonia (excreted by fishes), thereby providing both carbon and nitrogen
to microbes and potentially representing an important and overlooked mechanism of nutrient
recycling of limiting nutrients in many ecosystems (Milanovich et al. 2015, Milanovich and
Hopton 2016, Milanovich and Peterman 2016). As urbanization continues to impact populations
of wild reptiles, we stand to lose both biodiversity and probably unknown and overlooked
ecosystem functions (Gibbons et al. 2000, Willson and Winne 2016).
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CHAPTER 3
STABLE ISOTOPE RATIOS OUTPERFORM OTHER PHYSIOLOGICAL
ENDPOINTS OF NUTRITIONAL STRESS
Resource limitation is a common challenge faced by animals, but precise, non-destructive
methods for measuring resource availability often hinder experiments aimed at assessing the
effects of nutritional stress. In particular, assessing the past nutritional state of wild animals is
nearly impossible, especially for species with low recapture rates, including many reptiles. We
examined how stable isotope ratios of nitrogen (δ 15 N) of a variety of tissues performed next to
other physiological measures of nutritional stress, including immunological, endocrinological,
and morphological metrics. In a lab experiment where the quantity of food available to Sideblotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) was manipulated and their intake carefully measured over 49
days, we found that nitrogen stable isotope ratios of uric acid pellets outperform other
physiological endpoints of nutritional stress. Average values of uric acid δ 15 N were capable of
detecting smaller differences in food intake. Although this measure was not related to other
physiological metrics, we suggest that it has great utility in future field and lab studies of reptile
physiology and ecology.

INTRODUCTION
Nutritional stress is a common challenge faced by many wild animals. Limited nutritional
resources underlie many life-history trade-offs and their fitness consequences (Stearns, 1992;
Zera and Harshman, 2001). Nitrogen, acquired as amino acids, is the limiting element in many
systems (White, 2012), partly because, unlike lipids, animals cannot store proteins over long
periods of time. When lipid reserves are exhausted and exogenous resources are not available,
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animals rely on protein catabolism for energy (McCue et al., 2015; McCue et al., 2013),
influencing their nitrogen balance.
Stable isotope ratios of nitrogen (δ15 N) are often used to examine the diet of wild animals.
The δ15 N values of an animal’s body tissues typically reflect the isotopic signatures of their diet,
plus a predictable fractionation factor (normally ~3‰ for nitrogen; Post, 2002). However, more
minor variation in isotope ratios is caused by a variety of physiological processes, including
resource availability. Our understanding of the relationship between these processes and isotope
ratios is rapidly evolving (Fuller et al., 2004; Fuller et al., 2005) and has been the subject of a
recent review (Hatch, 2012) and meta-analysis (Hertz et al., 2015).
Although results vary among systems and studies, one of the most consistent factors
influencing δ15 N is the nutritional state of an animal. Differences in nitrogen balance appear to
cause δ15 N to decrease during anabolism and increase with catabolism (Hatch, 2012; Hertz et al.,
2015). The principle is that proteins or other molecules containing slightly heavier 15 N atoms are
slightly less chemically reactive (Steele and Daniel, 1978), meaning that they are both less likely
to be incorporated into a growing animal’s tissues from its diet during anabolism, and less likely
to leave during tissue catabolism. The effect of fasting on δ 15 N has been measured in a variety of
systems and has been found to increase with the length of the fast (e.g., Hatch, 2012; Martinez del
Rio and Wolf, 2005). A recent meta-analysis (Hertz et al., 2015) determined that the average
magnitude of the increase in δ15 N is 0.5‰ and that the most significant moderator of this effect
was the type of tissue examined.
Recent work has suggested that that stable isotope levels of reptiles and amphibians may
be less sensitive to short and moderate periods of fasting than is expected of other taxa because of
their metabolic efficiency (McCue, 2007; Milanovich and Maerz, 2013), but most studies have
assessed only one or a few tissue types. Three studies have reported an increase in the enrichment
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of the nitrogenous waste of reptiles with starvation (Castillo and Hatch, 2007; McCue, 2007;
McCue and Pollock, 2008), but are limited in their ability to make comparisons to other
physiological endpoints of nutritional stress.
Nitrogenous waste is more sensitive to isotopic changes than other bodily tissues
(Barboza and Parker, 2006; Gustine et al., 2011). Uric acid makes up >92% of the nitrogen
excreted by reptiles (Greenwald and Kanter, 1979; Khalil, 1951), which use a uricotelic pathway
for its production. Although small insectivorous ectotherms may be particularly recalcitrant to
changes in the stable isotope ratios of all tissues (Milanovich and Maerz, 2013), it seems that uric
acid is emerging as the most promising place to look for effects of fasting on δ15 N in reptiles.
This is significant because, if true, the δ15 N signatures of uric acid could represent a sensitive
biomarker of nutritional stress that can easily and non-lethally be collected from both captive and
wild animals.
In this study, we set out to answer how the amount of food eaten by Side-blotched
Lizards (Uta stansburiana Baird and Girard, 1852) influences the δ15 N signatures of different
lizard tissues, including uric acid, feces, toes, tail tips, and red blood cells, as well as other
physiological endpoints of nutritional stress, and whether any of these measures of nutritional
stress were correlated. To accomplish these aims we subjected 45 male U. stansburiana to high
and low food treatments for 32 days and measured the δ15 N signatures of several of their tissues
as well as other metrics of nutritional stress. We predicted that food restriction would increase the
δ15 N of at least one of the tissues of interest, most likely uric acid, by the end of the experiment.
We also predicted that we would see an effect of nutritional stress on one or more of the other
physiological endpoints (corticosterone, immune function, and oxidative stress). We did not have
a specific prediction about the relationship between δ15 N and other physiological endpoints of
nutritional stress.
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METHODS
Animal Collection
Lizards were collected under the authority of Utah State Department of Wildlife
Resources COR #1COLL8382 and handled in accordance with USU IACUC protocol #2068. We
captured 45 adult male U. stansburiana from a single site near St. George, Utah (37.06220,113.59535; WGS 84), in the spring of 2014. Unlike in California (Sinervo and Lively, 1996), in
this part of their range, U. stansburiana do not exhibit stable color morphs. An acclimation period
of 18 days preceded the start of the experiment, during which time all lizards were offered 0.2-0.4
g of farm-raised crickets (Acheta domestica, Fluker’s®, Port Allen, Louisiana, USA) every other
day. Half (22) of the lizards were then assigned to a food restriction treatment (0.2-0.4 g of
crickets every eight days), and the remaining 23 continued to be fed ad libitum (0.2-0.4 g of
crickets every other day) for a period of 32 days. At the beginning of the experiment, we
measured the mass, snout-vent length, tail length, and the length of any tail regrowth of each
lizard. We also collected tissue from the tip of each lizard’s tail, as well as a single toe from each
lizard.

Laboratory Methods
All lizards were housed individually in 30x45x15 cm plastic terraria with a plastic hide,
water bowl, and newspaper substrate. The racks of terraria were in a climate-controlled room
(25.2°C, 20% humidity) and each terrarium had an ultraviolet (UVA/UVB) light on a 12:12 hour
cycle. We recorded how much food was offered to each lizard and calculated how much was
consumed by subtracting the total mass of all crickets put into each cage from the total mass of all
crickets removed from each cage. Every cage was checked for crickets every other day. At the
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same time, any feces and uric acid pellets, which are normally deposited simultaneously
(Greenwald and Kanter, 1979) were collected, separated, dried, and weighed.
At the end of the experiment, we measured the mass, snout-vent length, tail length, and
the length of any tail regrowth of each lizard. We again collected any regrown tissue from the tip
of each lizard’s tail, as well as a single toe from each lizard. We also took a blood sample, which
we separated into a red blood cell pellet and a plasma supernatant. We were unable to collect
blood samples or accurate morphometric data from 14 lizards that were removed from the
experiment because they did not feed in captivity and their physiological condition deteriorated;
however, we did collect toe and tail clips from these lizards at the time when they were removed,
and we considered data from uric acid and feces deposited prior to their removal valid.
We measured the nitrogen stable isotope ratios of the pre and post tails and toes, the red
blood cell pellet, and all fecal and uric acid samples. Each sample was homogenized and between
0.05 and 2.0 mg of each sample were weighed into a tin capsule (5x9mm; Costech Analytical,
Valencia, California, USA), folded, and analyzed for δ 15 N by continuous-flow direct-combustion
and isotope ratio mass spectrometry using a Europa Scientific ANCA-2020 (PDZ, Crewe,
England) at the Utah State University Stable Isotope Lab.
Additionally, we assessed immunological, endocrinological, and morphological
endpoints to compare the utility of stable isotopes with that of other endpoints for measuring
nutritional stress and induction of life-history trade-offs. Corticosterone was measured using a
radioimmunoassay (Neuman-Lee et al., 2015). Plasma bactericidal capability was quantified
using the method of French and Neuman-Lee (2012). We assayed markers of oxidative stress
using d-ROMs and OXY-Adsorbent test kits from Diacron International (Grosseto, Italy). The
length and mass of any tail regrowth, and the difference between the final and initial
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measurements of body mass and body condition (residual of regression of mass and SVL) were
also calculated.

Statistical Analysis
We analyzed the difference between the two treatment groups using one-way ANOVAs
('Anova' function in the 'car' package in R, with option type=3 for unbalanced designs; Fox and
Weisberg, 2011; R Core Team, 2015) if the variable in question was normally-distributed, or
using non-parametric Kruskal-Wallace tests (function ‘kruskal.test’ in the ‘stats’ package in base
R) if the variable was not normally distributed. Although the amount of food eaten was not
normally distributed and could not be transformed, the skewness (0.98) and kurtosis (2.60) were
not abnormally distant from normal parameters, so we justified testing for differences between
treatments in these data using parametric tests (Schmider et al., 2010). Results from parametric
tests ultimately agreed with those from non-parametric tests, which we could not use universally
because we wished to look at interactions and lacked a balanced design. We used a Bonferroni
correction (α = 0.002) to correct for multiple analyses.
Even though the feeding treatments were randomly assigned, nearly half of the lizards
assigned to the ad libitum feeding treatment consumed as little or less food than was being
offered to the food-restricted lizards, with one individual consuming only 0.09 g of food
throughout the entire experiment. As a result, we re-analyzed the data using general linear models
(function ‘lm’ in package ‘stats’ in R) to examine the effect of the amount of food consumed both
before and during the experiment on physiological response variables. We incorporated a twolevel categorical effect for treatment into this analysis to account for the fact that ad libitum
lizards were offered more food, and tested for an interaction between treatment and quantity of
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food eaten. We also used a piecewise-linear regression (package 'segmented'; Muggeo, 2008) to
test for non-linear (i.e., threshold) effects of food eaten on δ15 N of feces and uric acid.
Finally, to correct for individual variation in the starting isotopic values of repeatedlysampled feces and nitrogenous waste, we incorporated the earliest values for these tissues as
continuous covariates into our linear models, and we conducted a repeated measures analysis by
building and comparing a set of random coefficient models (Bliese and Ployhart, 2002) in R using
the package nlme (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000) to analyze the change in δ15 N of feces and uric acid
over the course of the experiment, with random effects for both the slope (pattern over time) and
the intercept (initial value for each individual lizard). We used AIC (Akaike, 1973) to compare
random coefficient models of the effect of the amount of food eaten both cumulatively or over the
preceding three days on the δ15 N of uric acid and feces. All figures were made using ggplot2
(Wickham, 2009).

RESULTS
The amount of food eaten by each lizard over the course of the experiment varied from
0.09 g (1.7% of initial body mass) to 7.41 g (158% of initial body mass). Most lizards lost mass
in spite of eating, ranging from a 1% to a 43% decrease. Only four lizards gained mass
throughout the experiment (maximum gain = 0.95 g; a 20% increase).
At the beginning of the food manipulation, none of the variables we measured differed
between treatment groups (p ≥ 0.10; Table 3-1). At the end of the food manipulation, five
variables (mass [F = 21.601,29 , p < 0.0001], body condition [F1,29 = 23.82, p < 0.0001], total mass
of feces [Χ2 1 = 7.29, p = 0.009], total mass of uric acid [F = 7.851,42 , p = 0.008], and logtransformed δ15 N of feces [F = 8.101,24 , p < 0.0001]; Table 3-1) were significantly lower in food-
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restricted lizards, and one variable, δ15 N of uric acid, was significantly higher (F = 13.701,29 , p =
0.0009; Table 3-1) in food-restricted lizards.

Isotopic changes due to fasting
The δ15 N values of uric acid samples collected at the end of the experiment were
negatively related to the quantity of food eaten (slope = -1.22, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.94; Fig. 3-1A).
Other physiological measures of nutritional stress that were strongly negatively related to quantity
of food eaten included the average δ15 N value of the last three uric acid samples deposited (slope
= -1.18, p < 0.0001, R2 = 0.85; Fig. 3-1B), and the average δ15 N value of uric acid samples over
the preceding month (slope = -1.22, p = 0.0004, R2 = 0.91; Fig. 3-1C). The total mass of uric acid
(slope = 0.02, p < 0.001, R2 = 0.92) and feces (slope = 0.05, p < 0.0001, R 2 = 0.93) produced over
the preceding month, and the average mass of uric acid (slope = 0.24, p < 0.001, R 2 = 0.92) and
feces (slope = 0.12, p < 0.001, R2 = 0.91) produced over the preceding month were positively
related to quantity of food eaten. Weaker statistical support was observed between quantity of
food eaten and the average δ15 N value of fecal samples over the preceding month (p = 0.06, R 2 =
0.90), body condition at the end of the experiment (p = 0.05, R 2 = 0.90), and change in mass over
the entire experiment (p = 0.07, R2 = 0.89). Other morphological endpoints (tail regrowth; p =
0.97, R2 = 0.88), and evidence from immunology (BKA; p = 0.86, R 2 = 0.88), endocrinology
(CORT; p = 0.59, R2 = 0.90), and oxidative stress (dROM; p = 0.63, R 2 = 0.89) were not
significantly related to the quantity of food eaten, nor were stable isotope ratios of red blood cells
(p = 0.16, R2 = 0.87), toes (p = 0.69, R2 = 0.88), regrown tail tissue (p = 0.95, R 2 = 0.90), or feces
(p = 0.35, R2 = 0.87) collected at the end of the experiment.
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Overall, δ15 N values of uric acid at the end of the experiment were negatively related to
the quantity of food eaten (Fig. 3-1A; Table 3-2). The average of the δ15 N values of the last three
(Fig. 3-1B) and all uric acid pellets collected (Fig. 3-1C) were also negatively related to the
quantity of food eaten. We measured an average increase of 1.50‰ in the uric acid of food
restricted lizards.
Comparing linear mixed models with continuous covariates for initial δ 15 N values of uric
acid and treatment as the random effect showed that the model using the average δ 15 N value of all
uric acid samples collected throughout the experiment to explain the variation in the amount of
food eaten had the lowest AIC (Table 3-2). This model suggested that there was a significant
effect of the average δ15 N value of all uric acid pellets on the amount of food eaten (t 1,38 = -4.43, p
= 0.0001), while correcting for less important effects of the initial δ 15 N value of uric acid (t1,38 = 1.87, p = 0.07) and a possible interaction (t1,38 = 2.00, p = 0.05). All models suggested that δ15 N
values of uric acid from the end of the experiment were stronger predictors of the amount of food
eaten than initial values, however many uric acid pellets were used to calculate the isotope ratios
(Fig. 3-2).
We found support for a threshold effect in our data (Fig. 3-3). At a threshold between
4.20 ± 0.75 and 3.12 ± 0.79 g of food (80-197% of initial body mass over 32 days), the slope of
the relationship between amount of food eaten over the preceding month and the δ15 N of uric acid
pellets decreased from between 0.01 ± 0.32 and -0.26 ± 0.20 to between -0.86 ± 0.23 and -1.26 ±
0.29, depending on which uric acid pellets were included (Fig. 3-3).
Our random coefficient (mixed-effect) models revealed that the effect of the cumulative
amount of food eaten over the course of the experiment on both the δ 15 N of uric acid (t = -4.47, p
< 0.0001) and feces (t = 22.11, p = 0.0003) was highly significant. We found support (lowest
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AIC) for models with random effects for both the slope and the intercept for both response
variables.

Other physiological endpoints
The δ15 N values of uric acid samples collected at the end of the experiment were higher
in lizards with poorer body condition (Fig. 3-4), but were not related to CORT, dROM, BKA, or
tail regrowth. Lizards fed ad libitum had higher BKA than food-restricted lizards (F1,29 = 6.7, p =
0.015), an effect that was driven by four individuals with 100% killing in the ad libitum
treatment.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 3-1. Linear models testing for differences between treatment groups on a variety of
response variables. We used a Bonferroni correction (α = 0.002) to correct for multiple
comparisons
At beginning of food manipulation
Response variable

Normally distributed?

Fdf or Χ2 df

p

R2

Mass

Yes

0.771,43

0.39

0.02

Body condition

Yes

2.051,43

0.16

0.05

Δ15 N of tail tip

Yes

2.881,42

0.10

0.06

Δ15 N of toe

No

0.531

0.47

NA

Δ15 N of feces

No

0.271

0.60

NA

Δ15 N of uric acid

Yes

0.201,33

0.66

0.01

Response variable

Normally distributed?

Fdf or Χ2 df

p

R2

Mass

Yes

21.601,29

< 0.0001

0.43

Body condition

Yes

23.821,29

< 0.0001

0.45

Δ15 N of tail tip

Yes

1.501,24

0.24

0.06

Δ15 N of toe

No

0.051

0.81

NA

Δ15 N of feces

Yes (log-transformed)

8.101,24

0.009

0.25

Δ15 N of uric acid

Yes

13.701,30

0.0009

0.31

Δ15 N of red blood cells

Yes

0.051,28

0.82

< 0.01

Total mass of feces

No

7.291

0.007

NA

Total mass of uric acid

Yes

7.851,42

0.008

0.16

Tail regrowth

No

0.181

0.67

NA

CORT

Yes (log-transformed)

1.551,30

0.22

0.05

dROM

Yes

1.841,25

0.19

0.07

BKA

No

0.851

0.36

NA

At end of food manipulation
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Table 3-2. Six linear mixed-effects models describing the relationship between the amount
of food eaten (response variable) and two interacting fixed effects representing initial and
either final or average δ 15 N values of uric acid. All models have treatment as a random
effect
Model ID

1

2

3

4

5

6

Term

df

t-value

p-value

Δ15 N last uric acid

38

-2.93

0.006

Δ15 N first uric acid

38

-1.84

0.07

Interaction

38

1.00

0.33

Δ15 N last uric acid

38

-1.86

0.07

Average of δ15 N first week of
uric acid

38

-1.33

0.19

Interaction

38

0.48

0.63

Average δ15 N of last three uric
acid pellets

38

-2.57

0.01

Δ15 N first uric acid

38

-1.25

0.22

Interaction

38

0.62

0.54

Average δ15 N of last three uric
acid pellets

38

-2.14

0.04

Average of δ15 N first week of
uric acid

38

-1.60

0.12

Interaction

38

0.94

0.35

Average δ15 N of all uric acid
pellets

38

-4.43

0.0001

Δ15 N first uric acid

38

-1.87

0.07

Interaction

38

2.00

0.05

Average δ15 N of all uric acid
pellets

38

-3.71

0.0007

Average of δ15 N first week of
uric acid

38

-0.81

0.42

Interaction

38

1.32

0.20

AIC

137

137

139

135

131

132
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Fig. 3-1. Relationships between the amount of food eaten and three measurements of uric
acid nitrogen stable isotope ratios. (A) Relationship between the amount of food eaten and the
δ15 N value of the final uric acid collected, (B) the average of the δ 15 N value of the last three uric
acid pellets collected, and (C) the average δ 15 N value of all uric acid pellets collected over the
course of the experiment. Test and goodness of fit statistics: A) t = -7.234, p = 4.72e-08, R2 =
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0.6235; B) t = -8.057, p = 5.54e-10, R2 = 0.6035; C) t = -9.339, p = 1.05e-11, R2 = 0.6724. A = ad
libitum, R = restricted.
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Fig. 3-2. Scatterplots showing the relationship among the amount of food eaten, the average
δ15 N value of the first three uric acid pellets collected, and the average δ 15 N value of the last
three uric acid pellets collected.
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Fig. 3-3. Output of piecewise-linear (‘segmented’) regressions. These figures show the
thresholds of change in the slopes of the relationships between amount of food eaten over the
preceding month and A) the δ15 N value of the final uric acid pellet collected, B) the average ±
s.e.m. of the δ15 N values of the last three uric acid pellets collected, and C) the average ± s.e.m.
δ15 N value of all uric acid pellets collected over the course of the experiment. The change was
estimated at 4.20 ± 0.75 g of food (80-146% of initial body mass; A), 4.15 ± 1.02 g of food (81148% of initial body mass; B), and 3.12 ± 0.79 g of food (109-197% of initial body mass; C). The
slope decreased from 0.01 ± 0.32 to -1.26 ± 0.29 (A; t = -4.33, p = 0.0001, R2 = 0.67), -0.12 ±
0.26 to -0.86 ± 0.23 (B; t = -3.68, p = 0.0007, R2 = 0.63), and -0.26 ± 0.20 to -1.14 ± 0.27 (C; t = 4.19, p = 0.0002, R2 = 0.70).
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Fig. 3-4. Relationship between body condition at the end of the experiment and δ 15 N value
of the last uric acid pellet collected.

DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrated that δ15 N of lizard uric acid is a sensitive biomarker of nutritional
stress, although it yields different results than other measures of nutritional stress. We found that
a single pellet of uric acid served as a metric for the nutritional state of lizards that had been food
restricted, but that taking the average value of several pellets over time can describe even more
subtle differences in past nutritional history (Fig. 3-3). We showed that the magnitude of the
effect of nutritional stress on δ15 N of uric acid increases with the degree of nutritional stress. Our
measured average increase was 1.50‰, three times the average increase of 0.50‰ calculated in a
recent meta-analysis (Hertz et al., 2015), though much less than the maximum shift observed
(nearly 6.0‰; Gaye-Siessegger et al., 2004).
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Unlike uric acid, the other tissues that we measured (toes, tail tips, red blood cells) did
not appear to be useful markers of nutritional stress. Fecal nitrogen did track nutritional stress to
some degree, but the association was not as strong as with uric acid. This is consistent with the
findings of other studies of small insectivorous ectotherms conducted over shorter periods of time
(Castillo and Hatch, 2007; Milanovich and Maerz, 2013). We do not anticipate a residual effect of
diet switching from the wild to captivity, because we acclimated our lizards to a cricket diet over
18 days, and 95% turnover of toe isotope signature occurs after ~15.5 days in a similar species,
Urosaurus ornatus (Lattanzio and Miles, 2016).
Although δ15 N of lizard uric acid was related to nutritional stress, it was not related to
other physiological endpoints that we measured. However, lizards fed ad libitum had higher
plasma bacterial-killing ability than food-restricted lizards. Although nutritional stress is a risk
factor for infection (e.g., Plowright et al., 2008), bacterial-killing ability 1) is just one component
of immunity, 2) may be elevated for reasons other than nutritional stress, and 3) participates in
trade-offs with other aspects of immunity as well as other demands for resources (Lochmiller and
Deerenberg, 2000; Zera and Harshman, 2001). We did not collect data on other endpoints of
immunity, on infection status, or on reproductive investment in these lizards, which, taken
together, might have presented a more complete picture of the relationships among nutritional
stress, δ15 N ratios, and immunity.
In studies of endothermic animals with significant lipid stores, no relationship between
δ15 N and nutritional stress has been found (e.g., Ben-David et al., 1999; Gómez‐Campos et al.,
2011; Kempster et al., 2007). We were unable to quantify the lipid reserves of our lizards because
no suitable non-destructive technique exists to do so (Labocha and Hayes, 2012), but it seems that
the duration of our study was sufficient that more than half of our subjects exhausted any lipid
stores they may have had. We found that a single δ15 N value from uric acid is not a continuous
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index of nutritional stress; rather, there is a threshold above which the relationship between δ15 N
of uric acid and amount of food consumed is neither positive nor negative. It is likely that the
nitrogen balance (and therefore the δ15 N) of an animal’s tissues and excreta is not influenced by
nutritional stress when the animals have ample lipid reserves to catabolize and do not need to
recycle protein (Bar and Volkoff, 2012; Hatch, 2012; Martinez del Rio and Wolf, 2005).
Variation in the amount of stored lipids likely causes variation in the strength of trade-offs among
competing physiological processes, including immunity and reproduction (Doughty and Shine,
1997).
Measuring stable isotope ratios is relatively inexpensive (~$8/sample), can be
accomplished fairly rapidly, and is non-lethal and non-invasive. Among the several strengths of
using δ15 N of uric acid as an index of nutritional stress include that the technique integrates
information over the preceding several weeks of the animal’s lifetime, can be used in both the lab
and the field, and is relatively inexpensive. Another strength is that serial measurements on a fine
temporal scale are possible, unlike with variables measured from blood, which can only be taken
so often from small animals. This technique has special utility for reptiles, which are often very
secretive in the wild and can be very difficult to monitor because of low and variable detection
probability (Lardner et al., 2015; Rodda et al., 2015). Weaknesses include the fact that variation
in food sources among wild populations of animals usually equals or exceeds the magnitude of
these effects (Melissa A. Pilgrim, Linking Microgeographic Variation in Pigmy Rattlesnake
(Sistrurus miliarius) Life History and Demography with Diet Composition: A Stable Isotope
Approach, PhD thesis, University of Arkansas-Fayetteville, 2005), so this technique should only
be used within a wild population that can reasonably be expected to be feeding on isotopicallysimilar sources; otherwise the isotopic effects of nutritional stress will likely by swamped by the
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noise coming from the different sources (which, ironically, is the signal of interest in most stable
isotope studies of animal ecology).
This study builds upon knowledge collected by others (Castillo and Hatch, 2007) and
integrates techniques for assessment of nutritional stress across four physiological systems
(digestive, reproductive, immune, and endocrine). It is the most physiologically comprehensive
study of its kind to date (McCue, 2010). As we continue to refine our ability to measure
nutritional stress, we will be better able to incorporate individual differences in physiology into
studies of population dynamics, trade-offs, and their fitness costs (Demas et al., 2012; French et
al., 2009).
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CHAPTER 4
STABLE ISOTOPE TRACERS REVEAL A TRADE-OFF BETWEEN
REPRODUCTION AND IMMUNITY IN A REPTILE WITH COMPETING NEEDS
Trade-offs between the reproductive and immune systems are predicted when resources
are limited, but are difficult to measure. We used 15 N labeled amino acids to directly compare
protein allocation by lizards to eggs and healing wounds. We showed that these two demands
compete for the same resource, and that the ratio of protein allocation between them was related
to resource availability, corticosterone, and immune function. We found that reproductive stage
had important effects on the absolute and relative allocation of protein to self-maintenance.

Introduction
Energy allocation to competing life-history demands is highly plastic (Ford & Seigel
1989; Warne et al. 2012). In particular, trade-offs between the reproductive and immune systems
are predicted to be quite strong when resources are limited (French, DeNardo & Moore 2007;
Stahlschmidt et al. 2013), although the magnitude and direction of the trade-off can be influenced
by many factors (French & Moore 2007; Skibiel, Speakman & Hood 2013; Peck, Costa &
Crocker 2015). Studies attempting to measure these trade-offs are often hindered because of the
complexity of the physiological systems involved and the difficulty of interpreting measurements
that lack a common unit. To date, all such studies have compared measurements of indirect
outcomes of resource competition (e.g., hormone levels, immune function, oxidative stress, body
mass or condition change; Dickens & Romero 2013; Husak, Ferguson & Lovern 2016), but no
study has made direct measurements of resource competition (Zera & Harshman 2001).
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Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins. It is essential that many animals obtain
certain amino acids from their diets, as they cannot be synthesized de novo by most species. As
such, essential amino acids represent a limiting resource for most animals, including vertebrates.
Methods for labeling and tracing amino acids using stable isotopes are developing rapidly
(McCue 2011), but to date most applications have been limited to in vitro protein expression
assays (e.g., Ong et al. 2002). A few in vivo studies have examined the effects of starvation on
metabolism (McCue et al. 2013), but none have traced amino acids to different, competing
ultimate fates within the bodies of living organisms. McCue et al. (2013) measured a 13 C label in
breath CO2 to show that quail spared protein from oxidation during the day but not at night, and
McCue, Guzman and Passement (2015) used the same technique to describe how and when
pythons use the proteins in their meals. Recently, Brace, Sheikali and Martin (2015) used a 13 C
label to trace the competing fates of fatty acids in Brown Anoles (Anolis sagrei), but no study has
traced amino acids and compared their ultimate fates. Unlike carbon, nitrogen is not lost in the
breath of heterotrophic animals, so studying the fates of essential amino acids can help us
understand trade-offs where protein is the limiting resource.
Here, we used 15 N labeled amino acids to directly compare the protein allocation of
lizards that varied in resource availability and reproductive stage with indirect physiological
outcomes. During vitellogenesis, lizards allocate large amounts of protein to their eggs
(Thompson et al. 2001; Shawsuan, Sasuang & Thammasirirak 2007), and studies of other animals
suggest that wound healing has significant protein costs (Zhang et al. 1998; Lochmiller &
Deerenberg 2000; MacKay & Miller 2003; Zhang, Chinkes & Wolfe 2004). Because these two
competing demands share a common resource (amino acids), we used a stable isotope label to
trace amino acids through the bodies of resource-limited lizards that were undergoing both
reproductive and immune costs. We predicted that we would observe enrichment in both eggs and
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scabs, that lizards with higher amounts of 15 N in their eggs would have lower amounts in scabs,
and that lizards that ate less would exhibit a stronger co-relationship between these two
measurements of protein investment.

Methods
Experimental Design
We collected 56 female Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana) from a single site near
St. George, Utah (37.06220,-113.59535; WGS 84), during the second week of May 2013. We
assumed that all lizards were approximately one year old, as U. stansburiana at this location
rarely live longer than one and a half years (Lucas & French 2012). An acclimation period of 48
hours preceded the start of the experiment, during which time we measured the snout-vent length
(SVL, in mm), mass (in g), and all follicle lengths of each lizard using ultrasound (MicroMaxx,
SonoSite, Bothell, Washington, USA). We selected lizards that were as similar as possible to one
another in size and reproductive stage from a larger population of captured individuals. Lizards
were housed individually in 30x45x15 cm plastic terraria, each with a water bowl, plastic hide,
and newspaper substrate. The racks of terraria were kept in a climate-controlled room (25.2°C,
20% humidity) and each terrarium had an ultraviolet (UVA/UVB) light on a 12:12 hour cycle.
We divided lizards into four groups in a 2x2 design. Half (28) of the lizards were
randomly assigned to a food restriction treatment (<0.1 g of farm-raised crickets [Acheta
domestica, Fluker’s®, Port Allen, Louisiana, USA] every other day), and the other half were fed
ad libitum (0.2-0.7 g of crickets every other day) for a period of 7 days. We also included a
handling stress treatment, wherein we removed half of the lizards in each food treatment group
from their cages each day and placed them into a cloth bag for one hour. On the first day of the
experiment, we used sterile 3.5 mm biopsy punches to remove a circle of skin from each lizard’s
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back after anesthetizing the lizards using surface-induced hypothermia (French, Matt & Moore
2006) and collected the skin punch from each lizard biopsy to use as a baseline for stable isotope
values. We also measured the C:N ratio of the skin biopsy in an attempt to obtain an index of
lipid stores.
On the first day, we injected each lizard with a small amount (20 mg/kg) of 99% 15 N
stable isotope in the form of leucine, an essential amino acid. In doing so, we labeled the dietary
protein source pool. We monitored flow out of the source pool into two sinks: the protein
deposited in newly-formed tissue (scab, a measure of allocation to self-maintenance) and the
protein deposited into eggs (a measure of allocation to reproduction). We also measured excreted
nitrogen in uric acid and feces, which we considered sink pools that were not of particular
interest, in order to account for variation in assimilation of our label. At the end of the
experiment, we anesthetized each lizard and collected the scab that had formed over its biopsy, as
well as a single egg via laparotomy. Ultimately, we removed from the analysis two lizards that
died partway through the experiment and four lizards that laid eggs partway through the
experiment.
We performed a pilot experiment to examine within-individual variation in egg 15 N
uptake and fecal and uric acid 15 N loss. Because within-individual variation in eggs, feces, and
UA pellets was low (Table 1), we justified collecting just a single egg and combining feces and
uric acid pellets across the whole experiment. This allowed us to reduce the number of samples
we needed to run by almost an order of magnitude.
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Stable Isotope Sample Preparation
We measured the nitrogen stable isotope ratios of all samples collected. Each sample was
dried to a constant mass, homogenized, and between 0.5 and 2.0 mg of each sample were
weighed into a tin capsule (5x9mm; Costech Analytical, Valencia, California, USA), folded, and
analyzed for total N and δ15 N by continuous-flow direct-combustion and isotope ratio mass
spectrometry using a Carlo Erba CHN Elemental Analyzer [model NA1500] coupled to a Thermo
Finnigan Delta V Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer via Thermo Finnigan Conflo III Interface at
the University of Georgia Analytical Chemistry Laboratory. The enrichment values were
corrected for individual egg mass by dividing them by the dry mass of the entire egg.

Other Physiological Endpoints
The rate of wound healing was measured by serially photographing the biopsy site and
analyzing the percent healed using ImageJ (Rasband 1997-2014; French, Matt & Moore 2006).
Using blood plasma collected just prior to euthanasia and within three minutes of capture and
handling, we measured 1) plasma bactericidal capability using the method of French and
Neuman-Lee (2012), 2) corticosterone using a radioimmunoassay (Neuman-Lee et al. 2015), and
3) a marker of oxidative stress using a d-ROM test kit from Diacron International (Grosseto,
Italy).

Statistical Analyses
We used R (R Core Team 2015, version 3.2.2) to construct linear models (function ‘lm’)
to examine the effects of nutrient limitation, handling stress, and stage of pregnancy on isotopic
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enrichment values and other measures of physiological stress. We evaluated the effects on three
response variables: the enrichment of the egg, the enrichment of the scab, and the ratio of the
enrichment of the two. We used continuous covariates to control for differences in isotopic
enrichment, assimilation efficiency, C:N ratio, and follicle size at the start of the experiment. We
verified assumptions of least-squares regression where appropriate (Williams, Grajales &
Kurkiewicz 2013).

Results
The best-fitting model (R2 = 0.21) revealed significant positive effects of the quantity of
food eaten (p = 0.0283) and the size of the follicles at the beginning of the experiment (p =
0.0193) on the allocation of protein to wound healing. A continuous covariate accounting for
variation in assimilation efficiency (measured from the enrichment of excreted nitrogen over the
course of the experiment) was marginally significant (p = 0.0787). The best-fitting model (R2 =
0.19) revealed significant positive effects of the size of the follicles at the beginning of the
experiment (p = 0.00752) and the change in follicle size over the course of the experiment (p =
0.04355) on the egg to scab ratio. No model contained support for an effect of handling stress on
any response variable.
The estimated mass of the follicles at the beginning of the experiment varied from 0.018
g to 0.626 g. The absolute mass-corrected enrichment of eggs was not related to treatments (p ≥
0.45), and was marginally related to the initial mass of the clutch (p = 0.064). Lizards whose
follicles were larger at the beginning of the experiment allocated more protein to healing their
wounds (Fig. 4-1), whereas lizards whose follicles were smaller at the beginning of the
experiment had a higher egg:scab nitrogen isotope ratio (i.e., they allocated more protein to
growing their eggs relative to healing their wound; Fig. 4-2).
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There were no significant relationships between nutrient limitation, handling stress, or
stage of pregnancy and any of the other physiological parameters we measured. Lizards that
allocated more protein to healing their wounds had significantly higher concentrations of
corticosterone in their blood, both in terms of the absolute quantity of protein allocated (p =
0.0305; Fig. 4-3A) and its ratio with protein allocated to eggs (p = 0.0377; Fig. 4-3B). Lizards
that allocated more protein to healing their wounds had significantly higher plasma bactericidal
ability (p = 0.0305; Fig. 4-4), an effect that was modulated by both the quantity of food consumed
(p = 0.0402) and the stage of pregnancy at the beginning of the experiment (p = 0.009). We did
not detect any relationships between protein allocation and measures of oxidative stress or wound
healing rate. The C:N ratio of the skin biopsy was not a significant predictor or modifier of any
relationship.
Overall, model fit was low, suggesting that unmeasured variation influenced response
variables. We attempted to measure individual variation in assimilation of the label, reproductive
stage, food intake, and stored energy, and to control for other sources of individual variation by
selecting lizards that were as similar as possible at the beginning of the experiment.

Tables and Figures
Table 4-1. Summary statistics for validation showing low inter-individual variation in APE N of lizard eggs, feces, and uric acid.
Eggs
N

Feces

Mean

Min

Max

0.3702

0.3632

0.4021

0.0011

1.06e-5

0.0159

SE

0.0006

7.54e-6

CV

0.0029

2.87e-5

Mean
SD

46

N

Uric Acid

Mean

Min

Max

0.3795

0.3677

0.4175

0.0110

0.0003

0.0325

0.0071

0.0056

0.0001

0.0396

0.0283

0.0007

41

N

Mean

Min

Max

0.4244

0.3675

0.5746

0.0771

0.0003

0.3186

0.0195

0.0358

0.0002

0.1586

0.0799

0.1642

0.0009

0.5544

42
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Figure 4-1. Relationship between quantity of food consumed (g) and amount of nitrogen-15 found
in scabs (APE N). We used ultrasound data to classify lizards into two reproductive stages, early
(follicles <50 mm in diameter) and mid (follicles >50 mm in diameter).
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Figure 4-2. Relationship between size of follicles at the beginning of the experiment (g) and ratio
of nitrogen-15 found in eggs to that found in scabs. Higher values of the ratio indicate relatively
more investment of protein into eggs.
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Figure 4-3. A) Relationship between amount of nitrogen-15 found in scabs and corticosterone; B)
Relationship between ratio of nitrogen-15 found in eggs to that found in scabs and corticosterone.
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Figure 4-4. Relationship between amount of nitrogen-15 found in scabs and bactericidal ability.

Discussion
We found that resource limitation and reproductive stage had important effects on the
absolute and relative allocation of protein to self-maintenance, providing evidence for a trade-off
between the reproductive and immune systems (French, DeNardo & Moore 2007). Both
reproduction and self-maintenance are critical processes that require substantial resource
investment. However, we found evidence that higher resource requirements during early
vitellogenesis shifted protein into eggs and away from wound healing, as has been suggested in
studies of other lizards using indirect measurements (French & Moore 2007). The effect of
reproductive stage outweighed the effect of resource limitation in our study (Fig. 4-2).
Our direct measurements of protein allocation to wound healing were related to two
indirect measures of self-maintenance (Fig. 4-3). First, higher plasma bactericidal ability was
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observed in lizards that allocated more leucine to their scabs, which could be interpreted as
immune prioritization (relative to reproduction or other needs) or as immune activation in
response to the stressor of the wound itself. These are not mutually exclusive, and although
evidence for immune activation in reptiles is mixed (Zimmerman, Vogel & Bowden 2010), we
are beginning to understand that the reptile immune system can be as sophisticated as those of
endothermic vertebrates under the right conditions (Neuman-Lee & French 2014). Additionally,
higher circulating baseline concentrations of corticosterone in lizards that allocated more leucine
to their scabs could be interpreted as a mediator of the mobilization of energy away from other
physiological processes, a response to the stress of healing a wound, or both (Sapolsky, Romero
& Munck 2000; Wingfield & Romero 2011), although the meaning of glucocorticoid hormone
elevation is not consistent (Dickens & Romero 2013). Strong effects of corticosterone on
maternal and offspring phenotype suggest that maternal corticosterone alters energy allocation
among reproduction and other physiological processes (Itonaga, Jones & Wapstra 2012a).
We have only a rough understanding of the relative cost of different stages of
reproduction in lizards (De Stasio et al. 1999). However, in our experiment, early vitellogenesis
appeared to be the most costly stage. Other studies have shown the importance of stored energy to
fueling reproduction, suggesting that lizard egg protein is derived almost equally from both
income and capital resources (Warner et al. 2008), something that we either could not adequately
assess or did not influence our results. In U. stansburiana, yolk deposition takes about 38 days
(Tinkle 1967), so the majority of our lizards had not yet completed vitellogenesis by the time they
began shifting resource allocation towards healing their wounds. Female lizards late in
reproduction sometimes withhold resources from their eggs if their own resources are limited
(Itonaga, Jones & Wapstra 2012a).
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Viviparous lizards (Itonaga, Jones & Wapstra 2012b; Itonaga, Jones & Wapstra 2012a)
and snakes (Van Dyke & Beaupre 2012) are capable of making flexible reproductive decisions.
Here, we have shown that oviparous reproductive female lizards can also modulate their
allocation of resources between self-maintenance and reproduction. Because the lizards in our
study were collected early in the reproductive season and would likely have produced two or
more additional clutches of eggs in their lives (Tinkle 1967), they may have allocated more
resources to self-maintenance during mid-vitellogenesis than they would have if they had been
closer to senescence. These trade-offs are likely influenced by future effects of maternal resource
availability on offspring fitness (Mousseau & Fox 1998; Flores et al. 2013).
Trade-offs are difficult to measure (Dickens & Romero 2013), and no one parameter is
likely to tell us everything we want to know about the state of an animal. The primary strength of
our experiment is that tracing essential amino acids through the bodies of organisms can be used
to directly measure allocation of resources to both reproduction and self-maintenance using a
common currency (McCue 2011). Nitrogen has fewer sinks than carbon in animals, because it is
not breathed out, and unlike fatty acids, many amino acids cannot be synthesized de novo in most
animals, including lizards, suggesting that studies tracing essential amino acids may have great
utility in understanding trade-offs.
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CHAPTER 5
ASSESSING THE PROTEIN AND METABOLIC COSTS OF A TRADE-OFF
BETWEEN REPRODUCTION AND IMMUNITY
Animals must allocate limited resources to competing demands. A central trade-off
between reproductive and immune costs underlies much of life history theory. We wounded
gravid female lizards and manipulated their levels of follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), an
endocrine mechanism controlling allocation of protein resources to reproduction. Using a stable
isotope label, we traced amino acids to their ultimate fates within their bodies. We measured both
the direct allocation of protein to tissues involved in these activities as well as the combined
oxygen consumption costs of these demands. We found that there was a significant increase in the
15

N content of eggs when FSH was applied, and that the application of FSH reversed the direction

of the relationship between egg and scab 15 N content. There was also a significant interaction
between the effect of FSH treatment and isotope ratio on the metabolic rate of lizards, bolstering
evidence for the role of FSH in mediating the costs and benefits of a trade-off as these lizards
underwent both reproductive and immune costs.

Introduction
Differential investments between self-replicating and self-maintaining processes have
been of interest to life history theorists for many years (Moreau 1944, Lack 1947, Skutch 1949),
and this discipline has grown in scope and complexity with the advent of new mathematical
models (Williams 1966, Pianka 1970, Mesquita et al. 2016). Similarly, as new techniques to
assess physiological parameters have been developed, new relationships among hormones
(French et al. 2007c, Lancaster et al. 2008), the immune system (Lochmiller and Deerenberg
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2000a, Norris and Evans 2000), and other factors, including oxidative stress (Monaghan et al.
2009), have emerged. However, the underlying mechanisms that drive trade-offs in one direction
or another, often depending on internal as well as external cues, still represent critical gaps in our
knowledge (Demas et al. 2012).
Reproduction has both metabolic (Angilletta and Sears 2000, Nilsson and Råberg 2001)
and protein (Robbins 1981, Lourdais et al. 2004) costs. Increased investment into the
reproductive system can suppress other competing processes, such as immunity (Nordling et al.
1998, Adamo et al. 2001, Harshman and Zera 2007), and reciprocally, immunological investment
can decrease reproductive effort (Råberg et al. 2000), especially during periods of resource
limitation (Zera and Harshman 2001, French et al. 2007a). Because immune function also has
energetic (Demas et al. 2012) and protein (Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000b, Moret and SchmidHempel 2000, Lee et al. 2006) costs, but is important to survival (Hanssen et al. 2004),
understanding these trade-offs is key to understanding how organisms maximize their lifetime
fitness (Stearns 1992).
In addition to external pressures like energetic and nutritional resource availability,
internal cues such as gonadotropins (McGlothlin et al. 2007) and glucocorticoid hormones
(French et al. 2007c, Romero and Wikelski 2010) can influence trade-offs. What is not well
understood is how hormones mediate trade-offs between energy (metabolic rate) and matter (the
macronutrients composing the organism’s body; Groothuis and Schwabl 2008). Gonadotropins
such as follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) are prime candidates for experimentation given their
role in reproductive investment, which is to recruit follicles during early vitellogenesis (Licht et
al. 1977, Hamilton and Armstrong 1991, Jones and Swain 2000) and stimulate the in vitro uptake
of the protein vitellogenin into ovarian follicles, where it is incorporated into yolk (Ferguson
1966, Callard and Zeigler 1970, Ho et al. 1982, Limatola and Filosa 1989). Sinervo and Licht
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(1991a) showed that experimentally increasing FSH levels increased clutch size in Side-blotched
Lizards (Uta stansburiana). Furthermore, French et al. (2007b) showed that FSH injections
increased follicle size but decreased healing rates in Ornate Tree Lizards (Urosaurus ornatus).
What is still unknown are the material (nutritional) and energetic costs of this apparent trade-off.
Methods for measuring use of both energy and matter in living organisms are welldeveloped. Advances in high-precision respirometry have allowed us to measure metabolic rates
in fine detail (Lighton 2008). Using amino acids labeled with stable isotopes in vivo to measure
allocation of a limiting resource (e.g., a macronutrient) is an emerging technique that has several
advantages over more indirect techniques for assessing the allocation of these resources (McCue
2011, McCue et al. 2013, Brace et al. 2015). Both wound healing and reproduction have
significant protein costs that put them in competition for common resources such as essential
amino acids. A few experiments have measured the effects of starvation on metabolism (McCue
et al. 2013), but only one has traced amino acids to different, competing ultimate fates within the
bodies of living organisms (Durso et al. In review). Because trade-offs impose limits on energy
expenditure, combining respirometry with direct measurements of protein allocation has the
potential to quantify resource trade-offs with greater clarity and precision than either technique
alone.
In this experiment, we used a stable isotope label to trace amino acids through the bodies
of female Side-blotched Lizards (Uta stansburiana Baird and Girard, 1852) that were undergoing
both reproductive and immune challenges, and measured both the direct allocation of protein to
tissues involved in these activities and the combined oxygen consumption costs of these demands.
We also manipulated the level of follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), which initiates and controls
follicular growth and vitellogenesis (Licht 1979, Ho et al. 1982, Ho 1987), in half the lizards in
order to better understand one of the mechanisms controlling reproductive trade-offs. We
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hypothesized that lizards with high reproductive demand would have diminished allocation of
resources to immunity and vice-versa. We also expected to see FSH increase allocation of
resources to reproduction relative to controls.

Methods
Animals and Overview
We measured oxygen consumption and stable isotope deposition in response to two
treatments, an immune challenge (cutaneous biopsy) and vitellogenesis in response to an injection
of follicle-stimulating hormone in female U. stansburiana. Forty adult lizards averaging 46.1 ±
0.4 mm in snout-vent length and 2.65 ± 0.08 g in mass were captured via noosing from
Washington County, Utah, USA in May 2014. The lizards were taken to Arizona State University
where they were individually housed in 40x15x13 cm plastic terraria with paper substrate. The
terraria were held at a 12L:12D photoperiod at 36° C inside environmental chambers. Lizards
were fed crickets (Fluker Farms, Port Allen, Louisiana, USA) daily except for the days prior to
and of metabolic measurements. We weighed and counted crickets offered to lizards and
removed, counted, and weighed crickets the following day to quantify food intake. The internal
walls of the terraria were sprayed daily to provide water for the lizards.
We quantified the initial number and length of follicles via ultrasound on Day 1 of the
experiment and randomly assigned subjects to one of four treatments (FSH, biopsy, both, or
control) with a random number generator. We ultrasounded the lizards again on Days 5 and 10 to
quantify follicular growth during the study. On Day 3, we administered 20 µg ovine FSH (SigmaAldrich) suspended in 20 µl saline to stimulate vitellogenesis in the FSH-treatment lizards, and 20
µl vehicle (saline only) to the control group following French et al. (2007b). We also injected 20
μl of a 50:50 mixture of 14 N and 15 N-leucine (dissolved in Ringer’s solution at a concentration of
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937.5 mg/ml) into all subjects. These injections were repeated to ensure follicular investment and
isotope enrichment on Days 5 and 7. On Day 4, we measured initial oxygen consumption via
closed respirometry and repeated metabolic trials on Days 6 and 8 to quantify changes in
metabolic rate in response to treatment. On Day 5, we gave half of the lizards an immune
challenge (cutaneous biopsy) and took a digital image of the wound. On Day 10, we took another
digital image to quantify wound healing, and blood was collected from the retro-orbital sinus of
all animals. Blood samples were centrifuged to isolate plasma, which was then frozen and stored
at -80° C until hormone and immune assays were performed. Lizards were then transported to
Utah State University where they were euthanized and dissected on Day 14. A timeline of
procedures can be found in Table 1.

Cutaneous Biopsy and Measurements
We simulated wounding of lizards via a cutaneous biopsy. After lizards were
anesthetized using isoflurane gas, a biopsy tool (Miltex Instrument Company, York,
Pennsylvania, USA) was gently twisted against the dorsal skin surface anterior to the tail, creating
a 3.5 mm circular wound. The piece of skin was then removed with forceps. Immediately after,
the wound was photographed next to a ruler for scale. The wounds were also photographed at the
end of the study, four days later. The wound images were analyzed for wound area using ImageJ
(Rasband 1997-2014) such that the investigator was blind to the treatment of the animal. Lizards
that did not receive a cutaneous wound (control animals) were handled and anesthetized as
described above, except the plastic blunt end of the biopsy punch was gently pressed against the
dorsal surface to simulate the experience of the cutaneous biopsy process without actually taking
skin from those animals. Lizards were placed back into their individual terraria, which were
placed on heating pads until the lizards were alert and responsive and then returned to the
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environmental chambers. Healing was assessed as the change in wound area from the initial
biopsy.

Metabolic Measurements
We measured metabolic rates of lizards using closed-system respirometry three times
throughout the experiment. Lizards were fasted on the days before and during metabolic
assessments to avoid gathering data during a post-prandial response. To promote a quiescent state
during measurements, lights in the environmental chambers were turned off an hour before the
animals were moved to the test chambers. Each animal was quickly removed from its housing and
placed in a glass chamber (473 ml), inside an incubator set at 36°C. This temperature lies within
the optimal range for Uta stansburiana (Waldschmidt and Tracy 1983). The inside of the
incubator was dark, and the lizards were given an additional 2 h before metabolic measurements
were taken. Once lizards were inside the glass chambers, these chambers were slowly filled with
dry, CO2 -free air. Then, an automated sampling regime lasting 2.3 hours commenced, following
respirometry protocols of Kolbe et al. (2014). Air samples taken from the metabolic chambers
were pushed through columns of Drierite ® with a mass-flow regulator to remove water vapor,
then passed through analyzers for oxygen (Oxzilla, Sable Systems, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA) and
carbon dioxide (LI-6252, LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA).

Radioimmunoassay
Circulating corticosterone concentrations were determined using a radioimmunoassay
protocol modified from Lucas and French (2012). Briefly, samples were extracted using a
solution of 30% ethyl acetate:isooctane and assayed in duplicate for CORT (MP Biomedicals, Lot
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#3R3PB-19E). Final concentrations were calculated by averaging the duplicate samples and
adjusted for accuracy using individual recoveries.

Bactericidal Ability
We performed the bactericidal assay on samples following the protocol outlined in
French and Neuman-Lee (2012). Briefly, we combined a 1:5 plasma dilution with CO2 independent media plus 4 nM L-glutamine, 104 colony producing units of Escherichia coli
(EPowerTM Microorganisms #483-237-1, ATCC 8739, MicroBioLogics, St. Cloud, MN, USA),
and agar broth on a 96-well microplate. We also included positive (media and bacteria with no
plasma) and negative (media alone) controls to account for total possible growth and ensure no
contamination was present. We incubated the plate for 12 h and calculated absorbance using a
microplate reader (300 nm, BioRad Benchmark, Hercules, CA, USA). Microbiocidal ability was
calculated as 1-(absorbance of sample/absorbance of positive controls).

Oxidative Stress
We measured plasma levels of reactive oxygen metabolites using the d-ROMs Test kit
(Diacron, Grosseto, Italy). Briefly, we mixed the provided R1 and R2 reagents in a 1:100 dilution
to create an acidic buffered solution with a chromogen. This resulting solution was kept in the
dark until 5 µl of sample plasma was added into separate wells of a 96-well microplate and 100 µl
of the R1 /R2 solution was added to each well. Nanopure water was used as sample blanks and the
provided serum was used as a calibrator solution. We followed the “end-point mode” from the
manufacturer’s protocol and measured absorbance at 505 nm after a 90 m incubation at 37° C.
The resulting units are in mg H 2 O2 /dl (1 CARR U = 0.08 mg H 2 O2 /dl).
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Stable Isotope Label
We injected each lizard with 20 μL of a 50:50 mixture of 14 N and 15 N-leucine (dissolved
in Ringer’s solution at a concentration of 937.5 mg/ml) on Days 3, 5, and 7 to ensure enrichment
during the study. We measured the flow of this label into two pools: the protein deposited in eggs,
and protein deposited into newly-formed tissue (scab forming over the cutaneous wound). We
also measured excreted nitrogen in uric acid and feces, which we considered sink pools that were
not of particular interest, in order to account for variation in assimilation of our label. At the end
of the experiment, we collected eggs, scabs, hearts, livers, and pooled uric acid and feces from
each lizard, dried them to a constant mass, (0.5-2.0 mg) in a drying oven set at 60°C, and folded
them into 5x9mm tin capsules (Costech Analytical, Valencia, California, USA). In addition to the
forty animals described above, five additional animals were used as unlabeled controls and were
given neither FSH nor 15 N-leucine. We measured stable nitrogen isotope ratios ( 15 N:14 N or δ15 N)
using continuous-flow direct-combustion and isotope ratio mass spectrometry using a Europa
Scientific ANCA-2020 (PDZ, Crewe, England) at the Utah State University Stable Isotope Lab.
The enrichment values were corrected for individual organ mass by dividing them by the dry
mass of the entire organ. Standard deviations of replicate standards were < 0.1‰.

Statistical Analysis
We used linear models (function ‘lm’) and ANOVA (function ‘Anova’, package 'car';
Fox and Weisberg 2011) in R (R Core Team 2015) to assess the relationships among treatments,
hematological parameters, isotopic ratios, and metabolic rates. We conducted a repeated measures
analysis using random coefficient models (Bliese and Ployhart 2002) in R using the package
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‘nlme’ (Pinheiro et al. 2016) to analyze the change in metabolic rate over the course of the
experiment, with a random effect for each individual lizard. The R package ‘ggplot2’ (Wickham
2009) was used to create figures.

Results
The amount of food eaten did not differ among treatments (F1,36 ≤ 1.02, p ≥ 0.31),
although it was a significant predictor of body mass change (F1,36 = 37.52, p = 4.73e-7). The
number of follicles laid by or dissected from each lizard varied from 1 to 8. Lizards given FSH
ovulated more follicles (F1,14 = 5.32, p = 0.03) and there was a marginally significant interaction
between the number of follicles and their initial size as measured by ultrasound (F 1,14 = 4.13, p =
0.06). The cumulative length of all follicles of lizards given extra FSH increased by 0.29 ± 0.07
cm (F1,34 = 7.95, p = 0.007; Fig. 5-1A). There was no effect of cutaneous biopsy (F1,34 = 0.37, p =
0.55) on cumulative follicle length. Lizards given FSH had reactive oxygen metabolites 71%
higher than controls at the end of the experiment with an average of 18.88 ± 1.8 mg H2 O2 /dl (F1,31
= 4.38, P = 0.04; Fig. 5-1B), but there was no effect of cutaneous biopsy (F1,31 = 0.08, p = 0.78).
All animals lost mass throughout the course of the experiment, with an average loss of 0.34 ±
0.04 g, but biopsied animals lost more with an average of 0.44 ± 0.06 g (F1,34 = 6.93, p = 0.01;
Fig. 5-1C). There was no significant effect of FSH on weight loss (F1,34 = 2.56, P = 0.12), and no
interaction (F1,34 = 1.52, p = 0.23).
Metabolic rates decreased throughout the course of this experiment, with total oxygen
consumption on Day 4 averaging 2.26 ± 0.15 ml O 2 /h, followed by 2.12 ± 0.12 and 1.91 ± 0.15
on Days 6 and 8, respectively (Fig. 5-2). Repeated measures analysis suggested that this decrease
was marginally significant (t75 = -1.82, p = 0.07), but that there were not significant differences
among treatments in the decrease in metabolic rate (p ≥ 0.24). When only wounded animals were
analyzed, there was a significant decrease in metabolic rate over time (t 37 = -2.28, p = 0.028). The
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change in metabolic rate from Day 6 to Day 8 (following wounding) was significantly related to
wound healing rate (p = 0.027) and the quantity of 15 N in eggs (p = 3.62e-5). Lizards that invested
larger quantities of protein into their eggs had larger increases in metabolic rate, whereas lizards
that had faster wound healing had larger decreases in metabolic rate (Fig. 5-3). Although this
model was based on data from only a subset of lizards, the R 2 was 0.67.
Wound healing was not affected by FSH (F1,17 = 0.13, P = 0.72), and lizards healed an
average of 31.44 ± 0.06% of the biopsied area during the course of this experiment. Circulating
corticosterone concentration was 119.24 ± 22.80 ng/ml at the end of this experiment, and did not
differ among the treatment groups (F1,20 = 1.06, P = 0.31). Microbiocidal ability was 40.00 ±
5.65% for all animals, and there was no treatment effect (F1,33 = 0.42, P = 0.52).
The median ± SD atom percent enrichment of egg tissue from females treated with FSH
was 0.423 ± 0.027, in contrast to eggs of females not treated with FSH (0.379 ± 0.008) and
unlabeled controls (0.369 ± 0.0002; Fig. 5-4). The differences among these three groups are
highly significant (F2,66 = 52.90, p = 1.95e-14). There was a strong negative relationship between
the percent of 15 N in a follicle and the mass (F1,63 = 12.44, p = 2.8e-5) and length (F2,34 = 4.4, p =
0.02) of that follicle, regardless of whether or not FSH was applied. The average total (masscorrected) quantity of 15 N in eggs of females treated with FSH was 150-200 µg, whereas females
not given FSH incorporated an average of only 50 µg of 15 N into their eggs (Figure-5-5).
Individual variation was high and replication was low, so these differences were not statistically
significant. Variation in the atom percent enrichment and mass-corrected total quantity of 15 N in
other tissues was not significantly affected by FSH (all p ≥ 0.30).
We used the percent of 15 N in healed wounds (scabs) as a direct measure of protein
allocation to self-maintenance, whereas we interpreted the percent of 15 N in eggs as a direct
measure of protein allocation to reproduction. We found that egg 15 N and scab 15 N were strongly
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negatively related in the absence of our FSH treatment, whereas they were strongly positively
correlated in lizards that had been given supplemental FSH (F1,20 = 109.4, p = 1.47e-9; Fig. 5-6).
This relationship remained when the two lizards with the most outlying data were removed (F 1,15
= 8.47, p = 0.01). There was no relationship between the within-lizard standard deviation in
individual follicle mass and the within-lizard standard deviation in 15 N without FSH, but when
FSH was applied there was a significant positive relationship between these two measures of
intra-clutch variance (F1,13 = 10.69, p = 0.006; Fig. 5-7).
We also examined the ratios of egg and scab 15 N to one another and to the quantity of 15 N
in lizard hearts (an organ that represents self-maintenance) and livers (an organ that largely, but
not completely represents a systemic measure of immune activity). Because not all lizards
received a wound, we considered our analysis of the egg-to-liver ratio to be a second test of the
trade-off between reproductive and immune costs. We found that there was a significant
interaction between the effect of FSH treatment and egg:liver isotope ratio on the metabolic rate
of lizards at the third time point (t = -2.68, p = 0.018; Fig. 5-8), such that FSH treated animals
with higher egg:liver ratios also had higher metabolic rates. We did not find evidence for an
effect of FSH treatment on the egg-to-heart ratio.
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Tables and Figures
Table 5-1. Timeline of procedures.
Day 1

Ultrasound

Day 3

Inject 15 N and FSH

Day 4

Metabolic Trial

Day 5

Biopsy / Wound Image / Inject 15 N and FSH / Ultrasound

Day 6

Metabolic Trial

Day 7

Inject 15 N and FSH

Day 8

Metabolic Trial

Day 10

Blood Sample / Wound Image / Ultrasound

Day 14

Animals sacrificed and organs harvested for isotopic analysis

Figure 5-1. A) Effect of FSH and wounding treatments on cumulative follicular growth; B) Effect of FSH and wounding treatments on reactive
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oxygen metabolites; C) Effect of FSH and wounding treatments on body mass.
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Figure 5-2. Effect of FSH and wounding treatments on metabolic rate over time.
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Figure 5-3. Relationships among the change in metabolic rate and (A) wound healing and (B) the
quantity of 15 N in eggs.
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Figure 5-4. Effect of FSH treatment on 15 N atom percent enrichment (APE) of egg tissue (F2,66 =
52.90, p = 1.95e-14). Individual lizards ranked from left to right by median egg APE.
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Figure 5-5. Effect of treatment on total quantity of 15 N of A) eggs, B) scabs, C) hearts, D) livers,
E) uric acid, and F) feces.
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Figure 5-6. 15 N atom percent enrichment (APE) of eggs and scabs with (A) and without (B)
outliers.
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Figure 5-7. Co-variance of egg mass and egg 15 N atom percent enrichment (APE).
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Figure 5-8. Relationship between oxygen (O 2 ) consumption (Kleiber mass-adjusted) and ratio of
total 15 N in eggs to that in livers in lizards that did not receive (top) and received (bottom) FSH.
The interaction term between FSH and isotope ratio is significant (F1,13 = 6.78, p = 0.022; R2 =
0.46).
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Discussion
We found that experimental increases in FSH increased maternal allocation of protein
into eggs and elevated the metabolic rates of female lizards that invested the most protein in their
eggs relative to other demands. Wounding had a minimal effect on these processes, but did affect
total body mass change. We interpret the change in direction of the relationship between scab and
egg 15 N with FSH as evidence of a trade-off between reproduction and self-maintenance. This
trade-off is further supported by the relationship among wound healing, protein deposition in the
eggs, and the wound-induced decrease in metabolic rate.
We interpret the absence of a relationship between metabolic rate and egg:liver

15

N ratio

in unmanipulated lizards as evidence that resources are limiting the ability of these lizards to
invest protein into the competing demands of wound healing and vitellogenesis, whereas the
elevated metabolic rate of lizards investing large amounts of protein into their eggs suggests that
FSH forced these lizards to invest in reproduction at a level disproportionate to their resource
availability. The relative increase in metabolism could also have caused the increased levels of
reactive oxygen metabolites seen in these animals. Brace et al. (2015) also found that increased
self-maintenance costs of reproductive female lizards was only evident when leucine allocation
ratios between lymphoid and reproductive organs were examined, whereas we found direct
evidence for such a trade-off. Although some yolk proteins are produced in the liver, some
immune cells also encounter their specific antigens there (Racanelli and Rehermann 2006).
Previous studies of the role of FSH have shown that artificially increasing levels of the
hormone increases egg number and decreases egg size (Sinervo and Licht 1991a), reflecting the
trade-off between egg size and number (Sinervo and Licht 1991b). By experimentally
manipulating FSH in the presence of a 15 N-labeled leucine tracer, we showed that FSH also
increases the protein content of eggs (Fig. 4), but not at the expense of wound healing. Increases
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in the variance in protein content among eggs in a clutch with FSH corresponded with the preexisting variance in egg size (Fig. 6), suggesting that the ability of FSH to increase protein
allocation to a particular follicle is dependent on the maturity of that follicle. Although others
have shown that vitellogenesis is directly or indirectly regulated by FSH (Ferguson 1966, Licht
1970, 1979, Limatola and Filosa 1989), we provide the first data directly showing greater
incorporation of a free amino acid into yolk protein in the presence of elevated FSH.
Because FSH can influence the fate of circulating amino acids, directing them into
reproduction, it serves as one mechanism for modifying resource investment. However,
apparently wound healing is not compromised and instead metabolic rate increases. The
relationship among these three parameters is complex. In male lizards of this species, wounding
decreased metabolic rate (Smith et al. In review). These results are contrary to the general
consensus that animals facing an immune challenge upregulate their metabolism. This surprising
pattern could represent an exacerbation of existing resource limitation, or a compensatory effect
of immune prioritization (Neuman-Lee and French 2014). Because the metabolic rates of all
animals were measured at rest, sickness behavior is probably not the cause of the decreased
metabolic rate in wounded animals in this study. However, we did recover significant effects of
both wound healing rate and protein deposition into eggs on the change in metabolic rate of
wounded lizards, such that lizards investing more protein into their eggs had larger increases in
metabolic rate, whereas lizards with faster wound healing had larger decreases in metabolic rate
(Fig. 3).
The lizards in our study, which were not food-restricted and were relatively early in their
reproductive lives, apparently had sufficient stored resources to invest in both wound healing and
vitellogenesis. We suggest that unmanipulated lizards spared these stored resources for later use,
whereas artificially elevated FSH caused manipulated lizards to spend them. Although we were
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unable to quantify stored resources in our lizards, other studies have shown the important
influence of resource availability on the strength and direction of life-history trade-offs (Doughty
and Shine 1997, French et al. 2007b). Surprisingly, we did not find evidence for a mediatory role
of corticosterone in this process or an impact on bacterial killing ability.
By tracing an essential amino acid through the bodies of lizards, we directly measured
allocation of resources to fundamentally different processes (i.e., reproduction and selfmaintenance) using a common currency (McCue 2011) and showed that a trade-off between these
two competing demands takes place, of which FSH is a potent mediator. We found that
experimentally-induced increases in reproductive investment impacted both overall energy and
protein budgets, leading to trade-offs. Although we did not measure the ultimate fitness outcomes
of the trade-offs we observed, future studies should focus on documenting the long-term effects
of life-history trade-offs for individuals and populations.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

The goals of my research were 1) to determine how we can more precisely measure
energy status in wild animals, 2) to understand how animals trade-off limited resources among
competing demands, and 3) to demonstrate how we can quantify these trade-offs using a common
scale.
In chapter 1, I examined natural spatial and temporal variation in stable isotope signatures
of wild lizards and found some support for hypothetical relationships among body condition,
physiology, and stable isotope ratios, but also that “rules” about the meaning of isotopic and
stoichiometric ratios do not apply in all situations. In chapter 2, by experimentally manipulating
energy status in the lab, I was able to compare the utility of numerous physiological endpoints of
nutritional stress. I determined that the nitrogen stable isotope ratios of uric acid pellets
outperformed all other measures for precision and accuracy. In chapters 3 and 4, by tracing
labeled amino acids through the bodies of gravid female lizards that were healing wounds, I
demonstrated that vitellogenesis and wound healing compete for amino acids and quantified the
direction and magnitude of the trade-offs. I showed that reproductive-immune trade-offs vary
based on reproductive stage and energy availability, have effects on metabolism and immune
function, and are influenced by hormonal mechanisms.
My findings shed light on the interconnectedness of stable isotope endpoints and key
physiological systems in animals. I showed that stable isotope signatures of physiological stress
can be reflected at a large scale in natural populations. I made novel measurements of the size and
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direction of trade-offs, descriptions of which were formerly limited to their physiological and
performance outcomes.
This basic research can lead to advances in physiology, ecology, conservation, and
animal husbandry, and highlights the metabolic flexibility of reptiles and how much we have left
to learn about their ecology and physiology. Studying life-history trade-offs that reptiles make
under varying circumstances can allow us to predict how they will respond to environmental
change (Hutton and McGraw 2016). Because reptiles are of increasing conservation concern
(Gibbons et al. 2000, Böhm et al. 2013), rapid, minimally-invasive techniques that allow us to
collect information on their diet, nutritional status, and allocation of resources to competing
demands are of increasing importance, particularly where their energy, nitrogen, or water budgets
are near their physiological extremes (Nagy and Shoemaker 1975). As we currently use water
labeled with stable isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen to study field metabolic rates (Nagy 1989),
perhaps we will someday use stable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen to study the balance of these
elements in wild reptiles and the roles that these animals play in nutrient cycling (e.g., Milanovich
et al. 2015, Sterrett et al. 2015). It is my hope that by more fully understanding the importance of
reptiles to ecosystems, we can strengthen arguments in favor of their conservation.
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 Administered study to measure the effect of carrying out scientific research on science
teachers
Graduate Research Assistantship – USDA Agricultural Experiment Station
Utah State University
Summers 2013, 2014, 2015
Contracted Software Developer – National Science Foundation (DRL-1114558)
Herpetology Education in Rural Places and Spaces Project
Spring 2012-2014
University of North Carolina-Greensboro
http://theherpproject.uncg.edu/
Supervisors: Ann B. Somers & Bruce Kirchoff
Van Driver – Ornithology course
Utah State University, Department of Biology
Supervisor: Ryan O’Donnell

Spring 2012
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Field Assistant – Diamondback Terrapin Project
University of Georgia & Georgia Department of Natural Resources
http://jcmaerz.myweb.uga.edu/lab/Terrapins/index.htm
Supervisors: Andrew Grosse & Dr. John C. Maerz

Summer 2008

Herpetology Lab Technician
University of Georgia, Warnell School of Forestry & Natural Resources
http://maerzlab.uga.edu/Site/Home.html
Supervisors: Kristen Cecala & Dr. John C. Maerz
Field Technician/Volunteer
Reptile & Amphibian Ecology International, Manabí/Pichincha, Ecuador
www.reptilesandamphibians.org
Supervisor: Dr. Paul S. Hamilton

2008

Summer 2007

Website Technician
2005-2006
University of Georgia, Odum School of Ecology, Discover Life
www.discoverlife.org
Supervisor: Dr. John Pickering
 Built global taxonomic biodatabase checklists & scored keys for reptiles & amphibians,
uploaded photos & locality records to worldwide server

Teaching Experience (* denotes volunteer

experience; † denotes field course)

Department of Biology Instructor, Utah State University
 Biodiversity of Utah† – Summer 2012
Department of Biology Teaching Assistantship, Utah State University
 Biology I – Dr. James Pitts – Fall 2011, 2012
 Biology II – Dr. James Pitts – Spring 2012
 Evolutionary Biology – Dr. Frank Messina – Fall 2013, 2014
 Ornithology† – Dr. Kimberly Sullivan – Spring 2013, 2014
Department of Biological Sciences Teaching Assistantship, Eastern Illinois University
 Herpetology† – Dr. Stephen J. Mullin – Spring 2011*
 Animal Diversity – Dr. Ann Fritz – Spring 2010
 Functional Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy – Dr. Stephen J. Mullin – Spring 2010
 Vertebrate Natural History† – Dr. Stephen J. Mullin – Fall 2009 & Fall 2010*
 General Biology – Dr. Zhiwei Liu – Fall 2009
 Animal Diversity – Dr. Jeffrey R. Laursen – Fall 2009
Undergraduate Teaching Assistant, University of Georgia
 Population Ecology - Dr. John M. Drake - Fall 2008
 Ichthyology† - Drs. Byron J. Freeman & Brett Albanese - Spring 2009
 Herpetology† - Drs. John C. Maerz & Kurt A. Buhlmann - Spring 2007 & 2008
Guest Instructor, Herpetology of the Southwest, Southwestern Research Station
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2015

Guest Lectures
Utah State University
 Reptile Anatomy and Physiology – Anatomy and Physiology of Animals
 Microbes & the Immune System – General Microbiology (2 years)
 Human Immunology – Human Physiology (2 years)
 Introduction to Immunology – Biology and the Citizen
 Biodiversity of Birds – Biology and the Citizen
 Comparative Immunology of Animals – Comparative Animal Physiology
 Nutrition, Feeding, & Metabolism – Comparative Animal Physiology (2 years)
 Avian Evolution – Ornithology (2 years)
 Breeding Biology of Birds – Ornithology
 Inventory & Monitoring of Amphibians & Reptiles – Wildlife Ecology & Identification
 Living with Snakes – Living with Wildlife (4 years + 2 summer semesters)
 Introduction to eBird – EcoLunch
 The Only Good Snake is a Dead Snake – Honors Seminar (2 years)
 Amphibians & Reptiles of Northern Utah – EcoLunch/Biology Grad. Student Assoc.
 Snakes of Logan Canyon – Bridgerland Audubon Society field trip
 Graduate School in Biology (panel discussion) – Women in Science (2 years)
 EndNote Basics – EcoLunch & Biology Graduate Student Association workshop
 Evolution & Diversity of Snakes – Herpetology (3 lectures)
 Snake Identification – Herpetology Lab
 Graduate School – Preparing for Scholarships (honors seminar; 3 years)
Eastern Illinois University
 Lizard Diversity – Herpetology Lab
 Tetrapod Evolution – Vertebrate Natural History
 Reptiles – Vertebrate Natural History Lab
University of Georgia (as undergraduate)
 Evolution & Diversity of Snakes – Herpetology (2 lectures x 2 consecutive years)
 Amphibians & Reptiles as Companion Animals – Companion Animal Care (2 years)
 Biodiversity & Conservation – Roosevelt Institution panel discussion
 Research & the Critical Voice – Undergraduate Research Seminar
 Biodiversity – Population & Community Ecology
 Internships & Undergraduate Research Opportunities – Ecology Junior Seminar
 Aquatic Snakes – Herpetology
I also tutor high school and college students in biology, chemistry, and statistics.

Science Communication & Outreach
Science Reporting Internship – Utah Public Radio
http://upr.org/term/andrew-durso
KUSU FM 91.5 Logan
Supervisor: Kerry Bringhurst

2016
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Blog author – Life is Short, but Snakes are Long
2012-present
http://www.snakesarelong.blogspot.com
 I write a blog in English and Spanish about snake ecology which has received >800,000 hits
from >450,000 unique users representing nearly every country since April 2012
 My blog material has been covered or republished by:
 National Geographic
 The Sierra Club
 Scientific American
 HerpDigest
 National Public Radio
 The Herpetologists’ League
 The Conversation
 Biodiversity Heritage Library
 Huffington Post
 HerpNation Media
 BBC Earth
 The Other Herpcast
 Discover Magazine
 Center for Snake Conservation
 Small Pond Science
 Partners in Amphibian & Reptile Conservation
 KVRX 91.7 UT-Austin
 North Carolina Herpetological Society
 Logan Herald-Journal
 US Amphibian and Reptile Keepers
 Salt Lake City Tribune
 One of my posts was nominated for the ‘Best Science Writing Online 2013’
contest
 Additionally, I have consulted on reptile biology with fiction novelists,
Bones on FOX TV, The Blacklist on NBC, and Cherry Lake Publishing, all
of which I have connected with through my blog.
In-person outreach programs
Invited Lectures:
 Life is Short but Snakes are Long – USU Science Unwrapped; Cache Naturalists; Logan
Summer Citizens (x2)
 Why Birds are Dinosaurs – Venture Academy Charter High School, Ogden, UT
 Amphibians & Reptiles of Northern Utah – Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge Volunteer
Training Workshop
 Research in Herpetology – Slip Slidin’ Away (high school herpetology field camp)
 Estimating Detection Probabilities of Aquatic Snakes – NCSU Herpetology Club
 Effect of Roads & Habitat Fragmentation on Snakes – NC Museum of Natural Sciences
 Aquatic Snakes of the Southeast – NC Museum of Natural Sciences Reptile & Amphibian
Day
 Invited National Issues Forum moderator on water resources, CURO International
Symposium, Costa Rica (May 2008)
As opportunities arise, I often accept invitations to do educational public outreach programs using
live animals to teach groups of various ages, including public and private K-12 classes, clubs, and
teams, and groups at zoos, libraries, community events, and amateur societies. Since 1999 I have
done 15-20 programs a year on average; in some years up to 50. Annual average participants
~2,000.
Science fair judging and coaching
2007-present
 High School Environmental Science, Bridgerland Science & Engineering Fair (February
2014)
 Elementary School Behavioral Science, Cache County Regional Science Fair (February
2013)
 Middle School Plant Science, Cache County Regional Science Fair (February 2012)
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Behavioral Science, Regional Illinois Junior Academy of Science Fair (March 2011)
Georgia Science & Engineering Fair, Environmental Sciences, High School (2009)
Georgia Science & Engineering Fair, Behavioral Sciences, Middle School (2008)
Coach, Georgia Regional & State Science Olympiad, Divisions B & C (Fall 2007 &
2008)

Other outreach
Field trip coordinator, Bridgerland Audubon Society (2015-2016)
Ask an Expert volunteer, USDA Cooperative Extension (2011-present; ~30 questions/year)
Administrator for Facebook Snake Identification (>25,000 members) and Wild Snakes: Education
& Discussion (>12,000 members) groups
Citizen scientist data contributor for eBird (>4450 checklists entered), HerpMapper, iNaturalist,
Project BudBurst, Butterflies & Moths of North America, & Mushroom Observer

Professional Service
Board member, Bridgerland Audubon Society (2015-2016)
Associate Editor, Herpetological Review, Snake Natural History Notes (2015-present)
Associate Editor, Journal of Herpetology, special section on detectability (2014, published 2015),
and chair, Herpetologists’ League sponsored symposium: Detectability and studying rare species:
when cryptic natural histories defy both conventional and progressive statistics. Joint Meetings
of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists (2013), Albuquerque, NM, including organizing workshop
through Southwest PARC and editing special issue of contributed papers
USU Biology Department Seminar Committee Member & Host (2013-2016)
Chair, USU Ecology Center Seminar Committee (2014-2015)
USU Ecology Center Seminar Committee Member & Host (2012-2013)
Outreach Chair, Biology Graduate Student Association, Utah State University (2013-2014)
Vice President, Biology Graduate Student Association, Utah State University (2012-2013)
Society for Study of Amphibians & Reptiles meeting mentorship committee (Fall 2011-present)
Updater & editor, Wildlife Profiles, North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission (2011)
Grants Chair, North Carolina Herpetological Society (2010-present)
Committee Member, SSAR/HL/ASIH Meritorious Teaching Award in Herpetology (2010-2012)
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Vice President, Biological Sciences Graduate Student Association, Eastern Illinois University
(2010-2011)
 Organized departmental seminar series
Chair, SE Partners in Amphibian & Reptile Conservation Development Task Team (2008-10)
Undergraduate representative, Odum School of Ecology, Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
(2008-09)
President, University of Georgia Herpetological Society (2006-2007)
Vice President of Outreach, University of Georgia Herpetological Society (2005-2006)
Membership Chair, North Carolina Herpetological Society (2004-2006)
Reviewer for Biological Conservation (2015), Conservation Biology (2015), Copeia (2015),
Journal of North American Herpetology (2015), Ethology (2014), Biology of the Rattlesnakes II
(book; 2014), Herpetologica (2013-present; 2 papers), Animal Conservation (2013-present),

Professional Memberships
Herpetological Conservation and Biology (2013-present; 2 papers), Journal of Herpetology
(2012-present; 3 papers), Herpetological Review (2012-present; 3 papers), Journal of African
Ecology (2010-present; 2 papers), Contemporary Herpetology (2008-present)
Natural History Network (2013-present)
American Association for the Advancement of Science (2012-2015)
Society for Integrative & Comparative Biology (2010-2011, 2013-2015)
Snake Conservation & Leadership Education Society (2010-present)
Sigma Xi (2009-2015)
The Herpetologists’ League (2009-present)
Association of Southeastern Biologists (2006-2008)
Southeast & North Carolina Partners in Amphibian & Reptile Conservation (2005-present)
Society for the Study of Amphibians & Reptiles (2005-present)
North Carolina Herpetological Society (2002-present)

Oral Presentations (* denotes undergraduate or high school co-authors)
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Invited seminars:
Durso, A.M. 2016. Behavioral ecology of hog-nosed snakes. Junior Curator Program, North
Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences. Raleigh, NC.
Durso, A.M. 2016. Use of nitrogen stable isotope ratios and labels in the physiological ecology
of reptiles. Max Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology. Jena, DE.
Durso, A.M. 2016. Amphibians and reptiles of the Majadas Region and their contributions to
nutrient cycling. Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry. Jena, DE.
Durso, A.M. 2015. Life is Short, but Snakes are Long. International Herpetological Symposium.
San Antonio, TX. (Science Café)
Durso, A.M. 2012. Snakes as models in community ecology. Northern Illinois University
Department of Biological Sciences. Dekalb, IL.
Durso, A.M. 2006. Effects of expanding road systems and habitat fragmentation on snake
populations. Junior Curator Program, North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences. Raleigh, NC.
Conference presentations:
Durso, A.M. & R.P. O’Donnell. 2015. Realizing the potential of herpetological citizen science
databases. Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. Reno, NV.
Smith, G.D., A.M. Durso, L.A. Neuman-Lee, & S.S. French. 2015. The town lizard and the
country lizard: The physiological ecology of urbanization in Uta stansburiana. Society for
Integrative and Comparative Biology. West Palm Beach, FL.
Mahoney, P.J., K.H. Beard, A.M. Durso, A.G. Tallian, A.L. Long, R.J. Kindermann, N.E. Nolan,
D. Kinka, & H.E. Mohn. 2014. Introduction effort, climate matching, and species traits as
predictors of global establishment success in non-native reptiles. Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists
& Herpetologists. Chattanooga, TN.
Vogrinc, P.N., J.D. Willson, and A.M. Durso. 2014. Landscape-scale responses of semi-aquatic
snakes to drought. Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. Chattanooga, TN.
Mahoney, P.J., K.H. Beard, A.G. Tallian, A.L. Long, A.M. Durso, R.J. Kindermann, N.E. Nolan,
D. Kinka, & H.E. Mohn. 2014. Getting to the bottom of non-native reptile establishment
success. Society for Conservation Biology. Missoula, MT.
Durso, A.M., G. D. Smith, L. A. Neuman-Lee, & S.S. French. 2014. Using labeled nutrient
tracers to reveal resource allocation in lizards with competing needs. Society for Integrative and
Comparative Biology. Austin, TX.
Smith, G.D., L.A. Neuman-Lee, A.M. Durso, & S.S. French. 2014. Investment between
reproductive and immune systems varies with latitude and time in Uta stansburiana. Society for
Integrative and Comparative Biology. Austin, TX.
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Durso, A.M. & R.A. Seigel. 2013. Which snakes cross the road and when do they cross it? Use
of a detectability analysis on a long-term road survey data set. Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists &
Herpetologists. Albuquerque, NM. Invited symposium talk.
Gross, I.P.,* A.M. Durso, C.P. Lennon & S.J. Mullin. August 2012. Why did the Brownsnake
cross the road? Understanding how snake populations are impacted by vehicle access within a
state park. World Congress of Herpetology. Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Durso, A.M. & S.J. Mullin. August 2012. Dietary ecology of a sand prairie snake community.
World Congress of Herpetology. Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Durso, A.M. & S.J. Mullin. July 2011. Interactions of sex, age & behavior in death-feigning
snakes (Heterodon). Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. Minneapolis, MN.
 Honorable Mention, Henri Seibert Award in Ecology, Society for the Study of
Amphibians and Reptiles
Durso, A.M. & S.J. Mullin. April 2011. Influence of diet, sex & age on defensive behavior of
western hog-nosed snakes (Heterodon nasicus). Midwest Ecology & Evolution Conference.
Carbondale, IL.
Durso, A.M., K.T. Nelson & J.M. Pahlas. February 2008. Bringing Reptiles into the Classroom.
Georgia Science Teachers Association Conference. Athens, GA.
Durso, A.M. & J.C. Maerz. April 2007. Environmental & ontogenetic changes in detection
probability of pond-breeding salamanders in the Georgia piedmont. Center for Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Symposium. Athens, GA.
 First place, Sigma Xi Undergraduate poster/presentation award,
Durso, A.M. July 2006. Needle in a Haystack: Estimating Detection Probabilities of Aquatic
Snakes. Research Experience for Undergraduates Symposium. Savannah River Ecology Lab,
Aiken, SC.

Poster Presentations (* denotes undergraduate or high school co-authors)
Keehn, J.E., A.M. Durso, S.S. French, C.R. Feldman. 2016. Chronic stress response of sideblotched lizards (Uta stansburiana) at noisy California wind farms. Joint Meeting of
Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. New Orleans, LA.
Feldman, C.R., A.M. Durso, C.T. Hanifin, M.E. Pfrender, P.K. Ducey, A.N. Stokes, K.E.
Barnett, E.D. Brodie III, & E.D. Brodie Jr. 2016. Is there more than one way to skin a newt?
North American snakes with convergent feeding adaptations do not share a common genetic
mechanism. Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. New Orleans, LA.
Durso, A.M., G.D. Smith, L.A. Neuman-Lee, & S.S. French. August 2014. Using labeled
nutrient tracers to reveal resource allocation in lizards with competing needs. Joint Meeting of
Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. Chattanooga, TN.
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Gross, I.P.,* C.P. Lennon, M.A. Thomas, A.M. Durso, & S.J. Mullin. July 2013. Patterns of
snake (Colubridae: Storeria) movement and mortality during seasonal migrations between
habitats. Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. Albuquerque, NM.
Durso, A.M., A.B. Somers, & B.K. Kirchoff. August 2012. Development of visual learning tools
for identifying herpetofauna. World Congress of Herpetology. Vancouver, BC, Canada.
Piñon, M.,* J. Maciel,* C. Hinsley,* A. Reedy, A. Durso, T. Mitchell, D. Warner & F. Janzen.
July 2011. Microhabitat selection by Western Hognose Snakes. Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists &
Herpetologists. Minneapolis, MN.
Gross, I.P.,* L.A. Neuman-Lee, A.M. Durso, & S.J. Mullin. July 2011. Assessing the
relationship between parasite loads & limb deformities in Small-mouthed Salamanders (Caudata:
Ambystomatidae). Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. Minneapolis, MN.
Durso, A.M. & J.D. Willson. July 2011. Dietary plasticity of southeastern aquatic snakes. Joint
Meeting of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. Minneapolis, MN.
Ginder, D.J., A.M. Durso, B.M. Daugherty, Z. Liu & G.C. Tucker. April 2011. Morphological &
molecular systematics of the genus Triosteum (Caprifoliaceae). Illinois State Academy of
Sciences. Charleston, IL.
Gross, I.P.,* D.P. Fecarotta* & A.M. Durso. April 2011. Getting beaten on the path: migrating
Midland Brownsnakes (Colubridae, Storeria) experience high mortality within a state park.
Midwest Ecology & Evolution Conference. Carbondale, IL.
Durso, A.M. & S.J. Mullin. July 2010. Interactions of diet & behavior in death-feigning snakes
(Heterodon). Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. Providence, RI.
Durso, A.M. & S.J. Mullin. March 2010. Interactions between diet & behavior in the deathfeigning snakes Heterodon nasicus & H. platirhinos. Midwest Ecology & Evolution Conference.
Ames, IA.
Durso, A.M. March 2010. The Junior Curator Program at the North Carolina Museum of Natural
Sciences. North Carolina Partners in Amphibian & Reptile Conservation. Haw River State Park,
NC.
Durso, A.M., J.D. Willson & C.T. Winne. July 2009. Modeling Detectability of Aquatic Snake
Communities. Joint Meeting of Ichthyologists & Herpetologists. Portland, OR.
Durso, A.M., J.D. Willson & C.T. Winne. July 2009. Modeling Detectability of Aquatic Snake
Communities. Snake Ecology Group V. Donnelly, ID.
Durso, A.M., J.D. Willson & C.T. Winne. February 2009. Needle in a Haystack: Estimating
Detection Probabilities for Aquatic Snakes. SE/NCPARC. Montreat, NC.
Durso, A.M., J.D. Willson & C.T. Winne. January 2009. Needle in a Haystack: Estimating
Detection Probabilities for Aquatic Snakes. Odum School of Ecology Graduate Student
Symposium. Athens, GA.
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Best Undergraduate Poster

Durso, A.M., J.M. Pahlas & P.S. Hamilton. February 2008. Cataloging biodiversity: Filling in
the gaps for coastal Ecuadorian herpetofauna. Odum School of Ecology Graduate Student
Symposium. Athens, GA.
 Best Undergraduate Poster
Durso, A.M., J.M. Pahlas & P.S. Hamilton. February 2008. Cataloging biodiversity: Filling in
the gaps for coastal Ecuadorian herpetofauna. Southeast Partners in Amphibian & Reptile
Conservation. Athens, GA.
Durso, A.M., J.D. Willson & C.T. Winne. February 2007. Estimating Detection Probabilities for
Aquatic Snakes. 2007 Southeast Partners in Amphibian & Reptile Conservation meeting.
Chattanooga, TN.
Durso, A.M., J.D. Willson & C.T. Winne. January 2007. Estimating Detection Probabilities for
Aquatic Snakes. Institute of Ecology Graduate Student Symposium. Athens, GA.
Durso, A.M., J.D. Willson & C.T. Winne. October 2006. Estimating Detection Probabilities for
Aquatic Snakes. Academy of the Environment Symposium. Athens, GA.

Natural History & Geographic Distribution Notes
(* denotes undergraduate or high school co-authors)

Durso, A.M. E. Nixon, and K.T. Nelson. In prep. Eurycea longicauda (Long-tailed Salamander).
Chattooga County, Georgia. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review.
Durso, A.M. In review. Agkistrodon contortrix (Copperhead). Diet. Natural History Note.
Herpetological Review.
Durso, A.M. 2016. New developments in telemetry, in: Somers, A.B., Matthews, C.E. (Eds.),
The Box Turtle Connection, Greensboro, North Carolina.
Durso, A.M. and B. Rosenthal. 2016. Seminatrix pygaea (Black Swampsnake). Predation.
Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 47(3):484-485.
Durso, A.M. & P. Norberg. 2016. Coniophanes piceivittis. Nicaragua: Región Autónoma
Atlántico Sur. Mesoamerican Herpetology. 3(1):194-197.
Golla, J.M. and A.M. Durso. 2015. Crotalus oreganus helleri (Southern Pacific Rattlesnake).
Diet/Scavenging. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 46(4):641-642.
Durso, A.M. and K.A. Morris. 2015. Agkistrodon contortrix laticinctus (Broad-banded
Copperhead). Diet. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 46(4):636.
Durso, A. M., E. Lugo, & M. Rodriguez. 2015. Hydrophis (=Pelamis) platura (Yellow-bellied
Seasnake). Interaction with dolphins. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 46(1):104
(with addendum printed 46(3):455).
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Durso, A. M., C.M. Carter, T.W. Pierson, & N. Bayona. 2014. Plethodon chattahoochee
(Chattahoochee Slimy Salamander). Habitat Use. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review.
45(4):676-677.
Mebert, K., & A.M. Durso. 2014. When predation and defense intermingle - an intercepted
predation attempt by a Flying Snake on a Tokay Gecko. Sauria. 36(3):41-46.
Durso, A.M. 2014. Scincella lateralis (Little Brown Skink). Predation. Natural History Note.
Herpetological Review. 45(3):508.
Cates, C.D., D.M. Delaney, A.M. Buckelew*, A.M. Durso, S.S. French, A.M. Reedy, & D.A.
Warner. 2014. Anolis sagrei (Brown Anole). Egg Predation. Natural History Note. Herpetological
Review. 45(3):491-492.
Cates, C.D., D.M. Delaney, A.M. Buckelew*, A.M. Durso, S.S. French, A.M. Reedy, & D.A.
Warner. 2014. Anolis sagrei (Brown Anole). Cannibalism. Natural History Note. Herpetological
Review. 45(3):491.
Durso, A.M., H.M. Heinz, D. Lockwood, & S. Durso. 2014. Boaedon (Lamprophis) fuliginosus
(African House Snake). Longevity. Herpetoculture Note. Herpetological Review. 45(3):455.
Delaney, D.M., C.D. Cates, A.M. Buckelew*, A.M. Durso, S.S. French, A.M. Reedy, & D.A.
Warner. 2014. Anolis sagrei (Brown Anole). Prey Stealing Behavior. Natural History Note.
Herpetological Review. 45(2):324-325.
Gross, I.P.*, M.A. Thomas, C.M. Carter, & A.M. Durso. 2014. Coluber (Masticophis) flagellum
(Coachwhip). Nocturnal Activity. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 45(2):336-337.
Vogrinc, P., J.D. Willson, A.M. Durso, L.A. Bryan, Z. Ross, J. Holbrook, & D. Filipiak. 2013.
Nerodia floridana (Florida Green Watersnake). Diet. Natural History Note. Herpetological
Review. 44(4):695.
Delaney, D.M.*, A.M. Reedy, T.S. Mitchell, A.M. Durso, K.P. Durso*, A.J. Morrison* and D.A.
Warner. 2013. Anolis sagrei (Brown Anole) Nest-Site Choice. Natural History Note.
Herpetological Review. 44(2): 314.
Durso, A.M., T.S. Mitchell, A.M. Reedy, & D.A. Warner. 2013. Ophisaurus compressus (Island
Glass Lizard) Swimming. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 44(1):146.
Durso, A.M. & D.G. Mulcahy. 2012. Hypsiglena chlorophaea deserticola (Desert Nightsnake)
Cache County, Utah. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review. 43(1):106.
Durso, A.M. & K.P. Durso*. 2012. Coluber (=Masticophis) flagellum (Coachwhip) Lincoln
County, Kansas. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review. 43(1):105.
Durso, A.M., D.A. Warner, T.S. Mitchell, & A.M. Reedy. 2011. Heterodon nasicus (Western
Hog-nosed Snake) Diet. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 42(3):439-440.
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Durso, A.M. 2011. Thamnophis radix (Plains Gartersnake) Carroll County, Illinois. Geographic
Distribution. Herpetological Review. 42(3):396.
Durso, A.M. & N.M. Kiriazis*. 2011. Coluber constrictor (North American Racer) Prey Size.
Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 42(2):285.
Neuman-Lee, L.A. & A.M. Durso. 2011. Graptemys pseudogeographica (False Map Turtle)
Carroll & Whiteside Counties, Illinois. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review.
42(1):110.
Neuman-Lee, L.A. & A.M. Durso. 2011. Graptemys geographica (Northern Map Turtle)
Whiteside County, Illinois. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review. 42(1):110.
Durso, A.M. & L.A. Neuman-Lee. 2011. Chelydra serpentina (Snapping Turtle) Whiteside
County, Illinois. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review. 42(1):110.
N.M. Kiriazis* & A.M. Durso. 2011. Lithobates palustris (Pickerel Frog) Edgar County, Illinois.
Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review. 42(1):107.
Durso, A.M., G.J. Brown,* & T.W. Pierson*. 2010. Plethodon petraeus (Pigeon Mountain
Salamander) Depredation. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 41(4):469-470.
Durso, A.M., P.S. Hamilton, & K.M. Donithan. 2010. Trachycephalus jordani (Jordan’s CasqueHeaded Treefrog) Predation. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 41(3):343-344.
Durso, A.M. 2010. Alligator mississippiensis (American Alligator) Miller County, Georgia.
Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review. 41(2):242.
Durso, A.M. & K.P. Durso. 2010. A Defensive Display by a Smooth Earth Snake (Virginia
valeriae). IRCF Reptiles & Amphibians (Henry Fitch Memorial Issue). 17(1):41.
Durso, A.M. & K.T. Nelson. 2010. Lampropeltis triangulum elapsoides (Scarlet Kingsnake)
Miller & Calhoun Counties, Georgia. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review.
41(1):110.
Durso, A.M. & K.P. Durso. 2010. Opheodrys aestivus (Rough Green Snake) Foraging. Natural
History Note. Herpetological Review. 41(1):95-96.
Durso, A.M., E.P. Hill, & K.J. Sash. 2010. Lampropeltis getula getula (Eastern Kingsnake)
Scavenging & Diet. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 41(1):94.
Nelson, K.T., A.M. Durso, & R.V. Horan. 2010. Diadophis punctatus punctatus (Southern ringnecked snake) Diet. Natural History Note. Herpetological Review. 41(1):90-91.
Durso, A.M., S. Jarrett, C. Jarrett, & J.T. Oguni. 2009. Lampropeltis getula (Common
Kingsnake) Madison County, Georgia. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review.
40(4):456.
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Durso, A.M., J. Moree, & C. Stoudenmire. 2009. Diadophis punctatus (Ring-necked snake)
Madison County, Georgia. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review. 40(4):455.
Durso, A.M., J. Moree, & C. Stoudenmire. 2009. Plestiodon fasciatus (Five-lined skink)
Madison County, Georgia. Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review. 40(4):453.
Durso, A.M. 209. Sternotherus odoratus (Eastern Musk Turtle) Madison County, Georgia.
Geographic Distribution. Herpetological Review. 40(4):449-450.
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Technical Skills


















Programming (R, SAS, some experience with SPSS & Python)
GIS (ArcMap)
Microsoft Access
EndNote
Mark-recapture and occupancy estimation field and modeling techniques (packages rmark
and unmarked in R; Program PRESENCE; Program MARK)
Reptile and amphibian inventory & monitoring
Field blood draw methods for snakes, turtles, lizards, and salamanders
Venomous snake handling safety protocol
General lab safety, radiation safety, IACUC, IRB, and NSF-RCR (ethics) training
Radioimmunoassay
Oxidative stress assays
Bacterial killing microplate assay
Design and interpretation of stable isotope studies
Design and implementation of radio telemetry studies
University science library reference training (2 years)
PADI open water SCUBA Certified
Excellent naturalist with experience throughout the US and in the Neotropics

